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CHAPTER I. 
STATEMEN~ OF GEI:TERAL PROBLEMS. 
This 1nveatigat1on proposes to determine the dif-
ferences in general reading vocabulary of the students 
of :Marion, Florence, and .Peabody High Schools, in par• 
tiCll.lar, and of all the students. of Kanaa.s high schools· 
of the size and class1fioat1o.n of the above schools• in 
general. 
Ju.s·tification of· this inveat1 gation is based 1lpon 
three fundamental ideas and purposes, · The first is. 
that· the influence of the pupil's vocabulary ·upon his 
schoo.l vrork demanding the use of a general reading voca• 
bulary has been altogether too largely neglected; word 
lists of nmoat commonly used words, 0 and tests designed 
for special and technical vocabu.lar1es are rather nwner-
ous, while no teats proposing to measu.re those words 
which belong neither to our everyday vocabulary nor to 
our technical vocabulary has until recently been formu.l~ 
a.ted, Thus,· the meaau.rement of the p·upil ts general 
reading vocabulary in itself is a primary step in a 
'larger investigation of the influence of general reading 
vocabulary upon school work. 
In the second place, one of the biggest problems 
faced by modern educators is to provide adequate inatru.c-
tion for individual differences in general intelligence, 
and achievement in all school subjects that are found 
among PU.Pila. 
l. 
To what extent do we find individual differences in 
vocabulary ability. 
Third, when this investigation was begu.n the Markham 
vocabu.lar1 teat had not sufficient data to establish its 
validity •. To establish fu.rther validity of this teat is 
one of the purposes of this investigation. 
2. 
CRAFTER II 
METHODS OF INVESTIGATIOltJ. 
The "Method of· Testa and Sta ti sti cs''· ( 9, Jordan, 
Education Payohology, PP• l2·l2} in general is the plan. 
tor the investigation. 
Form. A of the ~!arld1am Vocabulary Test vms admin""". 
istered:to the pu.pils of three Kansas high schools of 
the same classification (lrorth Central Association), and 
ranking in stz·e between 114 and 200 eta.dents.. These three 
schools were selected because of the whole-hearted oo-
operat1oJ.'l extended by the school aut.tiori ties to assist in 
the administering of the tests. and in the collection of 
the ·other needed data; also, the investiga.tor•s home being 
in lJ.arion, the nearness of the two other sohoola me.de 
possible the personal adm111istra.tion of .all the tests 
under as :1ear.ly the same conditions a.a it. was possible to 
secure. 
Furthermore. the investigator believes these three 
schools to be representative and typical of li01"th Central 
Association. High Schools of one hundred to two hundred · 
enrollment in the state of Kansas. Some reasons for this 
, ' 
contention are: first, the aize of the three schools 
represents the sizes to be found in the total numberi 
Marion has 189 stu.dents;,.Florence, 125; and .Peabody, 150; 
second, membership of the group of sohools from which the 
sample is drawn :ln the North .Central. Asaoo1at1o.n assure.a 
about equal housing, mechanioal, teaching, and library 
.~ 
faoili ties; .third, l&irlon and .Pea.body ha.Ve four year high 
schools, whereas Florence has a three year junior and a 
3. 
three year senior high aohool; fourth, the population.from 
which the students are drawn is predominatingly rural• 
al though in Flore11c e High Soh ool the popula. ti on 1 s more 
industrial~-oil fields and railroad shops; (in a later. 
chapter the occupational percentages will be given); fifth, 
the sohool population is almost entirely white (four negroea) • 
with a. large sprinkling of second and third generation 
immigrants, mostly derived from Telttonic stock; sixth, the 
schools compete on even terms with schools of the same size 
and claas1f1cat1on in athletics. mu.sic, scholarship, debate. 
and other school activities; mu.sic, debate. and scholarship 
contests extend throughout Kansas, and include most of the 
schools ot this size and classification. 
The :foregoing generalizations lead one to believe 
that these sohoola are typical, and are representative 
samples of the larger grou,p, Sh1ce 1.n the beginning of 
this imreat1gat1on, no special effort was made to secure a 
true sample, no reference was ma.de to the larger g1--oup in 
tbe title. Hov1ever, the investigator believes that the 
reasons adva11oed JU,st1 fy him in assuming that the sample 
is representative; a.lthou.gh .Primarily the investigation 
concerns only the students of the three schools, second-
arily 1 t concerns the a tu.dents from Horth Central Associa-
tion high schools of one hundred to two hundred population. 
With theoe reservations, the resu.lts in which a true sample 
is assumed can be ta.ken by the reader for what he thinks 
they are worth. 
Form I of the Markham Vocabu.lary Test was personally 
administered to the stu.dents,ot the three high achqols. 
4. 
The tests were given during the 1jonth of Februal"-Yt 1927. 
The instructions. given to the students are to be found on 
the front page of the test.. (.Appendix) 
The following information was secured from each student: 
Na111e; age, years and months; sex; grade in school; parent•s oocu-
pation; language used in home; entrance into high schoo~ from 
rural elementary school, or :t'ro.m city elementary school.. Any in• 
formation not gained from the students was talten from the reoords 
in the prineipe.l' a off 1oe •. Intelligence test soores inade on the 
rrermr..\n Group ~rest used by the Florence and Peabody students and 
Otis Self-Administering Test used by the Marion students were se-
cured.. Only the intelligence .scores of part of the senior class 
in the· Peabody High school were available.. In the Marion High School 
the Otis Self•li.dminister!ng Test of Iviental .t\.bili ty ,.. Higher Exrunin• 
s.tion,. Form A was adm.iniatered by the investigator under as nea:rly 
as possible the same conditions ·as the vocabulary tests •. 
It wa.s found that in so few homes {three} was any other_lenguage 
than English use1  that the problem of a. foreign language in the home 
was discarded •. 
E'orm I rias re1::1rra.nged encl a. key t-vas :made to fit the _new arrane;e-
ment , thus simplifying the task o:f' scoring,. and making the procedure 
meoh:~nioal, and thereby increasing its objectivity. 
The tests were soor~d by the investigator, and three assistants •. 
All tErsts were resoored.. When e.ny errors were found in scoring, 
that test was scored a third time • 
. After scoring the tests, the information obtained with the 
scores was tiled according to size of scores, by schools, classes, 
and sex. (lq>pendis) . From this• the f1•equenoy distributions were 
ma.de as the \1iorit progressed. JYrequenoy distributions VJere made 
5. 
from all the data, and not secured from adding distributions to 
secure the one needecl. For example, a frequency distribution was 
made tor the test as a whole; then a distribution was made for the 
classes. Thus, the tota.l distributions could be oheoked one against 
the other,. Whe11 en error was found, the data wel"e recheclted until 
the error we.s f oWld. This ma.de a. large amount of work, but 1 t 
contributed to the aoouracy. 
From each distribution the following measures were found: 
measures of central tendenoy-•T::.edian and mean; measures of varia-
bili ty--standard deviatio11 and range; measu1·es of reliability--
standard error of mean and standard deviation. Oomparison of 
score ·difference was d.etermined ·by mean difference and overlapping 
in terms of peroont of inferior group reaahing or exceeding the 
median of the superior group. Stando.rd error of the mean difference 
wns used t1a a measu1"e of the reliability of the mean. All computa-
tions were made by use of a oalcula·tor, and were reohe~lced until 
acouraoy was reasonably insured, All formulas used in computations 
are given in the Appendix. Helationship was measured by the oo• 
efficient of correlation, using the Otis Oorrele.t1on Sheet; 
After the above data were secured, they were made into tables, 
and from these data the writer ha.s attempted some interpretations. 
6. 
CHAPTER III 
SThlILlui INVESTIOA'l'IONS AND VOC.ABULARY TlESTS 
Sinoe the tests thnt are clesigned primarily to e.soertain 
the general reading vocabulary ot high school students have been 
only reoentl;; oonstruoted, there seems to be no study that 
parallels the one herein attempted. The investigator ma.de an 
exhaustive search to find if suoh a study had been attemptecl, 
and if there ia such a ons, he tms unable to discover it. !vte.ny 
similar studies have been made in school subjects, such as "His-
torical Information and Jud.gm.ant in Pupilsn (21)*• as well as in 
general intelligence encl achie-r1ement :i.n school subjects ,~Jill be 
made a.a ea.ch 1ndi yjJi:u.al problem is tree. tecl in the main body of this 
investigation. 
Mr. W1• 'I'. Marlcham, in the preparation of the test tha·t was 
used for this 111-vestigation, found the median and interquartile 
range ot 1052 cases, as \lell as the me~ian end interquartile range 
for each grad$ in high sobool. A summary of his results· is given 
in tJ:able I. ot this itrvest,~le;e·t·~on. 
'rhe reliability of the Vooal)ulary Test was established. by 
self.-oo:r:reli1tion of Form I and F.orm II of .1052 oa::,es, the correla-
tion being• 1879 t .,0047; the oorr~lation or the Vocabulary Test 
'ni th Cross English Test scores was It 58 i . 056; with teachers' 
grades was ,54 i .048; and with Otis In~elligence Test scores was 
.48 t ,009. 1'he reliability established by the above correlation 
was assumed by the present investigator to be sufficiently aooui .. ate. 
*Reference to th.e bibliography will be given by nwnber. 
Thus the ntunber in the parenthesis indica·tes the reference 
in the bibliography. 
TABLE I 
Condensed sumn1a.ry of the Results of the Markham Vocabulary •rest 
as JJ;stablished by the Author. 
Grade Number Median Interquartile Range 
Form I F.'orm II li'orm I Form II. 
Freshman 158 66 66 55-78 56-80 
Sophomo1~e 349 73 76 61.5-83.5 64-87 
Junior 460 82 85 71-92 . '72-96 
senior 95 90 91 Bl•lOl a2:.102 
TOTAL l,052 76' 78 65•89 56•92 __ .,. ___ .,...._..,,.. ____ _ 
The test i tselt is w..ade up of 125 words f;\ppear1ng in sen-
tences or phrases, opposite whioh a.re five words, one of which 1s 
synonomous vd th the word u..11derlined in the phrase or aentense. * 
The student ta.king the.test is to underline the correct synonyin 
selected: fr.om .the ti ve ohoioes. .its rearranged by the. investigator• 
the five ohoioe13 are numbered; the student ia to underline the 
correct synonymi and place its n:umber in the parenthesis at the 
side of the :page (see. Appendix). '1.1he words are graduated_ from the 
less diffiault to the more di:f'fioult. 
The Inglis Vooabulai--y Test follows in the main the same 
arrangemont as that of the Me.rld1am Vocabulary Test•, Since the 
Inglis Test was made _first, and since Markham was a student of Inglis 
while the Inglis test was being constructed, Markham claims some 
advantages for his test;. namely, the graduation o:r test items on 
the basis of difficulty. 
* For a complete statement ot the method used. by w. T. 
Markham in the compilation of his test, reference should be ma.de 
to his J:J1aster' s Thesis, on file in the library of the University 
of Kansas. 
Aooording to the judgmen·t of seven e:x--perta selected by T. s. 
Kelley• the Inglis Vocabulary 'rest is given a median rating of two 
for high sohool students, and of one for college students, (10 
Kellt-lY, Interpreta.t1on of Eduea.t ional MeasuremHnts, pp. 214-287). 
Table II. gives the ratings as they appear in the table arranged by 
Kelley. (10 1 Kelley, 01>. cit.• PP• 238·2~9). 
TABLE II 
Ranking of Tests (M) High School Reading 'rests, 
No, ot Judges rating .. JUDGI~S Median 
if less than 5 A B c D E F G Rating 
Inglis, A. 1 Vo• oabulary Test 2 3 l 5 l 2 
Inglis,, A., Vo-
cabulary Test 
(f.or oollege) 1 3 2 l l l 
l. Judge E states: 0 I find it llard to rank vocabulary and 
reading tests together. The Inglis stands higher in my regard than 
this ranlc would shm~;, but not as t:t measure of reading. n 
The foregoing opinion of the .reiative value of the Ingli.s 
Vocc:tbulary Test as a test, merely upon the opinion of the investi-
gator, could be given equally as well for the Ufarkhcm Vooebu.lary 
I 
Test, because of the similarity of' the two tests •. 
Neither of the·tests has gone beyond the establishment of 
reliability and of grade norms. Perhaps the norms established by 
Marldiam a.re not sufficiently reliable as ye•t because of' the number 
upon which they are based. 
Iffther of the tests affords an adequate :measure of general 
vocabulary ability, and can be used to secure data for a more detailed 
study ot vocabulary, especially of individuHl <lifference and its 
cause. 
SUMMARY 
i. so tar as the investigator has been able to e.so~rtain, 
no study has been made of the vocabulary or high school students. 
suoh as has bet~m made of a.chie".<Temen:t in .school subjects, and 
general intelligence~ 
2j 'l1he M'a.rl~ham Vocabulary 'I' est has seou1·ed sufficient oo:r~, 
relatior1 to establish 1 ts reliability. The self•oorrelatiou be~ 
tween the tvm forms is assumed to .be auffioiently high to neoes-
sitate the use of only one torm_. 
. 3, The Me.rkham Vocabulary r.rest has been given to a sufficient 
. ' . 
nurn.ber of pupils to establish temporary grade norms, 
4. In the opinion of the investigator, value for the Inglis 
Vocabulary 'llest as established by judgr:nent o:r test experts oa.n 
be assumed as equallyva.luable for the Me.rltha.rn test beoause or the 
similarity of the two, 
10. 
CIL\PTER IV 
TJm RESUV:tiS FROM TE:g TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 
Table II!• gives the results of the total nmuber o:r scores .. 
The obtained mean is 71,46 :f.. .a. The true mean in 99 chances 
out of 100 v1ouJ...d fall v~1 thin the limits _o_t ,3 x t.. ~-8~h mean, or 
within the limits of 68;06 ·and 73.86, 
The sigma of the distribution is 17~3, wh1ch indicates that 
68 out ot lOO eoores fall within the limi·ts of 54, 16 and aa. 76, 
'J.1he true sig1ne. in 99 cha.noes out .. of 100 would fall within the 
limits ot 15,?l, and ie,a9~ (The true sigma is found. by adding 
3x i. ,53 to the obtained sigm.a.) 
D'iagrrun ·I shov1s ·the total cU.stribution dravm as a f1 .. equenoy 
polygon; superimpose<l in i 1ecl ia the curve drawn as the scores 
. would e.ppear if they followed the normal ourve + Comparison of the 
two ou1 .. ves shows that the vocabulary scores appl"oximate a normal 
curve. The frequency polygon is skewed positively .149. several 
causes might 01>erate to oaur:1e this situation: errors in scoring, 
too few oases, ·technical teul ts in the oonstruotion of the test• 
and errors of seleo.tiont 
Skewness in this case mo.y be a result of seieotion, since there 
are 249 Freshlnen and sophomores, and 200 Juniors and Seniors. 
~rhe range Hnd frequency polygon show a wide spu.n in vocabulary 
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" 
The problem of this .chapter vt1ll be the determina~ion of .the 
differences in vocabulary ability as measured by Form I of the Markham 
Vocabulary Test, -amo~g 'the fOUl" grades in high ·school and the cleter• 
mination of· the differences in ability to be found 1'11 thin each gra.cle. 
stated in another way t~e problem is; how doas time spent in school 
lnfluenoe individual differences in vocabulary. 
Tlle facts for the vocabulary te~t by-~grades .e,:re -given in Table 
III. A comparison of the median scores snows that vocabulary abL lity 
increases in each grade by approximately ·eight scores.\ ·The dif-
ferences between the grade medians being .·~mall in comparison w.i. th the 
range within a grade, there must Qbviously be rnuoh "overlapping" among 
grades. Reference to Table IV shows the amount of overlapping that 
exists among the grades •. Reading the Tab+e,beg1nn1ng with freshmen, 

TABLE IV 
Per Cent ~'f l'upils in Eaoh Grade whose score Equalled 














we find that ll,33 per cent of the freslunen; 13,53 per cent of .the 
sophomores i. and 35 .31 per . cent of the jWliors either reached or ex• 
oeeded the median soora of. tlle seniors. Reading do\m one line begin• 
:. ning with the freshmen, we find 2~h55 per cent of 'the freshmen; and 
35.0~ per oen~ of the sophomores either reaching or exceeding the 
median score ''ot the juniors. ~3.18 per cent ot the freshmen reach or 
exceed the median of the sophomores• .Thus e.pproxima:tely one-third 
of the students in each class are equal to or superior ·to the n~xt 
advanced grade at"l.d in each olass, there are some students equal to or 
superior to . the median or the most supel"'ior grade 1 vis., "reading• 
spelling, historical informat1·~n and juO.gm;ent." (l~ van wagenen• Iiia-. . 
torioal, Informs. ti on and Judgment in Pupils·, pp, 7) ';i.aolts con~·iderable 
' " ~ ' ~ t 
of being the same as olasaifioe.tion aooord'ing to ability. 
TABLE V 





4.40 t. 2.21 sonhomore 12~. 55 i 2 • .. 06 s.15 t.. 2.oa 
Freshman 
17,95 i. 2.10 
13.55 l 2.12 
5.4 t l.97 
I'roviding that tll.1s. is a true representative, sampling, tl1e reliabil-
ity of the obtained meai1 shows that in 68 cha.noes out of 100 the true 
mean would fall within the limit~ of' tlle obtained mean plus and minus 
the standard error of the mean (Table III. s. D1 (av), if the scores 
represent u valid smnpling, in 99 ohanoes out of 100 the true nean in 
the freshmen class will fall within the limits of 3 x f. l.43 the 
obtained mean, or within the limits of 58.21 and 66.79; in the sopho-
more class within the limits ot 3 :x: i. l.37 the obtained mean, or 
i.vi thin the limits of 63 .,92 and 72 .14; in the junior class t,1 thin 
the limits. of 3 xi the obtained mean or within 71.31 end 80.79; 
ru1d in the senior class within the limits of 3 x f. 1~55 the obtain-
ed mean or within 75,80 and 85.10. 
Table V gives the mean difference bet,veon grades with the 
standard error of the difference, Reading Table V we find the 
seniors 4,40 scores superior to the juniors, 12.55 and 17.95 scores 
superior to the sophomores and fresllman respectively~ The juniors 
are·81l6 soores superior to the sophomores and 13,55 scores au~ 
perior to the :freshmen. The sophomore class is 5.4 points su-
perior to the freshman. The a-'can.da.rd error of the difference shows 
that the true difference between olassea will in each case be 
greater than zero except between tl1e ju!lior and senior class.. The 
chances are 98 in 100 that the true difterenoe will be greater 
tllan zero betv;een the mean scores of the junior and senior classes.. 
TABLE VI 













































]\re sh.men Sophomore Junior Senior Total 
l 1 
l l 2 
l 4 l 6 
l 2 3 6 . 12 
2 l 6 9 
4• 3 9 7 23 
l 4 3 7 15 
4 l l 6 
4 5 2 3 14 
5 5 7 4 21 
4 6 5 2 17 
9 8 l 18 
2 5 l 8 
4 8 3 3 18 
e l l 10 
l l 
2 l 3 
l l 
~~·~·-
A5 66 41 43 185 
58,05 64.17 80.83 85.36 68.93 
58.95 67.50 75.75 02.00 71.05 
'lo.10 16.25 17.60 15.45 17.80 ' 
TABLE~ VII 





















































































































































































The limits ~1 thin which the middle two thi1•ds of eaoh class fall 
are as follows:· freshman, 46.\6•77.5;. sophomore, 51.24-82.94; junior 
59.40•92.70; and senior ee.os-100,25. 
Diagram. II s.hows the distribution of each grade• superimposed in 
red' is the norm.al probability curve. The distribution of each class 
shows striking similarity to the norr.nal curve. Tl1e freshman frequency 
polygon is positively slcewed .21; the sophomore frequency polygon is 
positively sltewed .02; the junior polygon is positively skewed .11; 
and the senior polygon is negatively slcewed .69. It is not surprising 
to find ·the distributions skewed when the total distribution of all 
·the high sohool s·tudents is the one that should closely follow the 
normo.l ourve. '!,he unexpected feature is to find that within each class 
there are suoh murked differences in vooabulary ability. Differences 
among tho clusses show that.t1m.e spent in school operates to increase 
vooubulury ability. (Of course, the suin.e differenoes might'be found 
among students of different age levels, ap./rox1mat1ng the sume as 
lEh . 
those in euoh grade, who have never attended high school .. ) How-
ever, differences exist within each class that present an education-
al problem that has not bean solved by grade classification under 
the present plan .. 
As a further step in the investigation of grade differences 
t,he distributions of each of the high schools tested clo.ssified 
by grades with their medians. means and standard deviations are 
included in this chapter. Table V gives the results for the 
Marion High School. Table VI shows the results obtained :from the 
soores in the lrlorenoe High School. Table VII gives the raots 
for the .Peabody High School, 
TABLii~ IX 
Per Cent of Fupils in Eaoll Grade in Each school Whose 
soore·Equalled or Exceeded the Median score in Ea.ch 











Mean Diff erenoe 


























































l~ Grade medians show almost uniform. difference between classes. 
Overlapping shows that about one-third of the students in euoh 
class equal or e:x:oecd the median soore ot the olass immediately 
above. Every class has some students that equal or exceed the 
madiun of the senior class. 
2 • Difte:r·anoes between grade :i:a.eans demonstrate that there is 
almost complete certainty that the difference betv.reen eaoh class 
will be greater than zero ar1d in favor of the olass that is oluss• 
if1ed higher. 
3. The distributions of the· sepa,rate schools show that in at 
least two classes there seems to be· almost equal mean ability. 
The oonolusion drawn is that this is .a result· of the make•up of 
the ola.ss tha:t in this case seems to have had more innate ability 
or has bee11 sub\1.eot to extra-school influences that determined 
1 ts soore. otherwise the di:t>ferences between the classes or each 
school follow the same general direction as the classes taken as 
a whole~ 
4a Tlle variability of the different classes is alinost uniform. 
5~ The distribution of each class to a. marked extent follows the 
-norrnul p1i obab ili ty curve. 
6. Differences exist withi11 each grade that present as much of an 




"l1he oroblem of this chapter .concerns tl1e difference in 
gehE~ral reading voe 1 ..i.bnl ary-: · tho:t exists between boys and girls. 
comparing the tot~l distrlbut1ons tr.Na.de by e~ch grou-p will be 
the first step in t.his clw.pter. ot ·the total number tested 216 fare 
boys <.~nd 242 are girls, thus aP1>roxim.ate1y 37 per ·cent are boys. 
'I'uble XII gives the.· t'.ota1·· distribution of ·the boys with the li1edian, 
meu.11, standard deviation end ·1uea·t~~res of relit1bility •. Table XIII 
gives the fl'4n1e inforrootion i 1or the girls as Tuble XII gives fo.r 
the boys• The medi:~;.n :superiority of the girls over the boys is 
"'l ~ao. In term.s of overlapping approximately 2'l per cent o'i; the 
boys reo.oh or exceed the m.editin of the girls. 
domour1ng the me:;;;.n scores of each group, we find thu. t in 99 
oh;;.moes out of 100 the true meun of' the boys (providing ttlis is a 
reJn'esentative Sfiln:Pling) will ffall within o x .;. 1.20 the obt:.;.ined 
. - ' 
. rnetm of 70 .ao or w1 thin the limits of 67 .oo tind 74.00; in 99 
oh<.nces 1n a 100 the true mean of the girls will 1~all within 
3 x f.. l.10 the obtained mean of 72.25 OJ." ivi thin the limits of 
69 .96 and 75.55. The difference between the· obtained ,means is 
l.65 so ores in favor of ·ttie girls. The mew-i dii'fe1•ence in terms 
of oht!Il.ces ls. D~:f Duf. ~ shows thut in 84 chances in 100 the dif-
fauu1tmoe between tho two groups will be greater thun zero. 
The a taru:lurd de vi u t ion (of tlla bo ya lo 17 , 65 ; 'thus the middle 
two thirds .of the ·boys score between the ·limits· o:e 52.95 und 
88.25. The ·standard deviation of the girls distribu·tion is 17 .10; 
or the middle two thirds of the g11~1s score betweEm f-)5.15 und 
an •. 35. Bo"t11 grou1H1 seem to soore mt;;i.inly within the sume limits. 
To oompure tl1e Vfarh~bility ot· the boys us u group Ylith thw.t 
01~ the girls, the ooeft'ioient of vuriation will be determined. 
TABLE XI 
Distribution of the Total Number of Scores s.nd the Total 
Number in Eaoh Class mo.de by the Boys on the Form I 
of the Markham VoaabUJ.ary Test 
li""reshmt:Ul . Sophomore Junior. Senior Total 
110-114 l l 
105-109 l l l 3 
100-104 4 3 7 
95•99 ? ""' l 4 5 12 90-94 5 7 10 
85-89 l 3 4 9 117 
80-84 2 5 5 6 18 
75-79 2 8 3 5 18 
70-74 3 9 5 3 20 
65•69 5 5 5 5 20 
60-64 9 a 7 2 26 
55-59 ll ll 2 24 
50-54 4 4 l 2 ll 
iJ:5-49 3 4 l 5 13 
40-44 7 5 1 ll 
35-59 2 2 
30-34. l l 2 
25-29 l l 
Total 51 64 47 54 216 
Median 59 .• 32 65 ?5.63 94.17 69.5 
Mean 60.05 66,05 76 .• 75 eo.10 70.60 
s. n. (av.) 2,.02 i.79 2.,51 2.25 . i.20 
s. D. 14.45 14.35 17.10 16.55 17 .• 65 




Distribution of the Total Number of scores and the Total 
Number in Each Class made by the Girls on the 



















Freslmmn Sophomore JWlior senior Total 
1 l 
l l 2 
2 3 15 
· 1 5 4 7 15 
l 2 4 9 16 
7 4 a a 27 
5 7 5 6 . 23 
2 9 3 4 18 
7 6 4 4 21 
9 9 a 3 29 
5 9 6 4 24 
12 4 3 2 21 
2 4. l 4 ll 
4 6 4 14 a 2 i l 12 
l l 
l l ___ 1 _____________________ ........ _________________ ~--·----




Mean 64 •. 30 
S • D • { a. v • ) 2 •. o 7 
s •. D.. 16 •. 70 
69 ,.72 
ea •. oo 








2.09 i •. 10 
15 ··10 l 7 .10 
l.48 ""77 
For the boys V • lOO x 17.65 = 81.71; for the girls V : 
216 
100 x 17 .10 : 70. 66. Expressed as a peroen·t tlle girls are a.p• 
242 
prox1nmtely 85 per oent as ve.riablp as the boys~ 
Tb.us :f'rom the total distribution compared we find the girls 
slightly superior in general reading vocabulary ability and also 
a little less var~able than the boys. 
The second step in this che.pter will be to trace the sex 
dif ferenoes bet-i,veen the tvto groups within eaob grade in high 
sohool. Table XI gives the median, mean. standard deviation, 
standard error ot the average and standard deviation with the 
distributions for each grade. Table XII gives the same inform• 
ation for the girls. 
TADLE XIII 
Per cent of Boys Equalljlrg or Exoeed1ng the Median 
1~ooomplishm.ent of the Girls in ~the ·Saine 
Grade -, 
xr,reshman ~4~·'f ~-/iJ _' 
Sophomore 35%. 
Junior 50~:~ 
' '; ~~ 
senior 505[; 
. . . 
Table XIII gives the per cent or boys in each class 
: 
reaching or exceeding the median of the girls. In the fresht.~an 
and sophomore class there is the greatest difference; whereas, in 
both the junior and senior classes the two groups approach equality. 
I\llexplanatio11 of this condition will be reserved for a later part 
of the chapter. 
'TABLE XIV 
Mean D11'f erenoe between the Doys and Ctirls in ~aah Grade 
with the standard I~rror of the Difference 
Gr a.de 
lrreslunan girls exceed; 
Sophomore girls exceed: 
Junior boys exoeed: 
senior boys exceed• 






two groups in ~!:HlQh Qla.ss. l'n·ter1,e·ting th\71 rll.ean dii"i~orenoe t\l1tl 
etaudru.•d e1·rro~· oi* the mor~.n di 1tf'ez·ence 11:t t•;)rm.s of o?tt;moes 1 we t111d 
that 'tl~a mecm. d1ff;ai .. ence v;!ll b~ t:;~reatc:Jl': than zoro. In both. the 
junio1}' o,nd scriior ~r:riidat;; ·tha clu.;\tu.:rnt~ n:re i:n f'avor of SUI~ riori ty of 
t 1 ""' r::"··~,~~ntl.g ·ii;a eunnot s~1y with &ny degree ot con1:·1,1a.nee . . ,:u~ uCJ';/fh -·~ v •" ~ '1 
that eithar boys or .girl.s tend to be superior 1n sene1--~~J. reading 
voct~bulury esJ)t~eial.ly in the lna:t tnI~l{;~e (is~rades. 
*!*he middle two th11,,ds of the boys 1.11 the 1."1,.eahmr:m clnat.'.it score 
\'.nl thin the liuiits of .t!5 .eo ~mi 74.50; tho in1ddle twt:> thirtls ,,f the 
.girls in the f1"ash.m.an cJ .. ass sot>re within ·the l1ui1tn o1" 47.GO t:uHl 
aoore wlt'hitt ·the li;;uiia~ t>l.?O Cdtd t:W.40; tho middle t~\7() thirds err 
tlHl fj;t;t*lS score ~litllin the l1m.ita Of 6:~,15 t:incl 8~h85, vl;llo n1iddle 
two thi1"da t)i) the boys ir.1 U1e ;junior a:t..ne~1 aoo1.~e \V.1 thin thu l1m1 ts 
oi' .5U und ::JS.95i ttui m1<.1tile ·two thirQ.s of the g11~l..~ soore v;1th1n 
·bh\:l lim.lt a tJf 6fl. '70 anlt ~i2 .40. '.'!~he ~l1id,,lle two thirds of tho boys 
in th~ senior oluas S<H)rt; tt1th1n the lillU.ts ot es.,~:' tmd ~)6.65: ot 
the cir.ls the midtUH twt..1 ti1irda soore within t11c lixni ts ot 64+30 and 
94 .. 50. .It it1 evident thLit not 011ly do the ·t?;o grouus oompnro ~~;~lmo~~t 
equally in tbt11r twe1"Hgt1s but ·they also aoore w1 thin tht~ s~me l1mi t~s 
ou th.e teat thus they seem ubou t eq.ual 111 vmiit:ib1l1 ty. 
Tha stan<lt.u-i\ error 01• thtl atnnua.ru. dovit\1;ion is ~=~iven ror the 
s'tundard dev1~1~tion ot miob of t11e groups.. U:nif'o:r;iiity is the chief 
23. 
oharaoteristio. To obtain the limits within which the true standard 
deviation will fall the standard error is multiplied by three and 
udded and subtracted to the standard deviation. Table XV shows the 
limits Vlithin. which in 99 ohs.noes in 100 the true standard devia-
tion will !'all. Another sbmpla might rearrange the groups entirely 
so far as variability is oonoerned. 
TABLE X.V 
The Limi·ts within Which the True standard Deviation· will 
lrall ( 99 ol1eu1ces 1n 100) of. :P,,1str1but1on of the 






10.16 .. 18.74 
l0.5'7 - 18.'13 
ll.89 • 22.51 
ll.78 ... 2lit32 
T.l~BLJ!; XVI 
Girls 
l~!..32 ... 211,08 
ll.80 .• 19 .90 
11.99 • 21.71 
10.56 - 19.54 
Distribution of scores Made by the Boys in Eaoh school 

































































Distribution of soores Made by the Girls in Each sohool 
the :Form I of Markham v·ooabulary Test on 
Marion JPlorenoe Peabody 
119-114 l 
105~109 l 1 
100-104 5 1 l 
95-99 5 3 0 
90•94 6 5 5 
85-89 18 3 6 
80-84 7 6 10 
75-79 3 4 ll 
70•74 8 5 a 
65•69 12 7 10 
60-65 8 a a 
55•59 8 8 5 
50 ... 54 4· 4 3 
45-49 11. 2 1 




Numbe·r 101 62 79 
Median 70.94 67.85· 75.23 
Mean 72.10 70.00 74.30 
s. D+ 17.~0 1G.w80 15.25 
J~coording to the coe:t'f1c1ent or variation expressed as a per 
cent the boys in the freshman class are 90.68 per oent as variable 
as the girls; in the sophomore class, the boys are 9?.60 per oent 
as variable as the girls; in the junior class the boys a.re 85•26 
per cent as variable; in the senior clasa the boys are-··-94.%1 ner ····-.. .:t ... __,_ ·-·~::. 
cent as variable. 
!\Toting the high and low scores in the distributions, we find 
one senio1 .. boy SOf)ring in the 110-114 interval; and one senior girl 
in the sam.e interval; in the low1-f interval, 25-29 1 we find one fresh-. 
man boy end one freshman girl. 
so far as this investigation is concerned no disoernible d1f• 
ference of any a.mount in var1abili ty bet\VEH.m the ·two groups has been 
discovered. 25. 
'!'he third step in this chapter will be to determine the dif• 
ferenoe between boys and girls in general reading vocabulary ability 
in each school. 
Tables :\.VI (;tnd A.'VII give the facts for the two groups by 
schools. In terms of overlHpping approximately forty one per cent 
of the boys in both the l!'lorenoe and M:arion Higll sohool res.oh or 
exceed the Mediun ot tlle girls~ In the .Peabody High School ap-
proximately. for·ty seven per oent ot the girls reach or exceed the 
median of the boys. The mean difference in favor of the girls in · 
Marion High sohool is ~>.25; in tlte .r~1orence High School. 2.50. The 
mean difference in favor of the. boys in the .Peabody High school 
is .7, 
Variability of eaoh group in the same school is about the same, 
(\ The fourth step will be to summarize the differences and 
attempt an interpretation and explanation of the results found.: 
., . 
sutn.flltlrizing the differences betv1een the sexes, al though very 
slight, the girls especially in the first tv10 grades seem to be 
somewhat superior. This superiority may be the result of the 
slower maturity of the boya or more boys m.ay tend to quit school 
· as they grow older leaving the brighter ones in school~ If the 
latter conolusion is true 'then the equality .c.1n the junior, and senior 
yiru1rs n1ay be a result of selection rather thun equal ability. or 
the difference rnie;ht be a result of a real sex superiority in 
vocabulary ability, such a conclusion seems compatible with the 
swn.mary given by Jordun showing sex differences •. ( 9, Educational 
Psychology PP• 295} He contends tha.t"fairly reliable" ·Studies 
show girls to be better in ~'a.bili ty to in.ern.orizen .... and to have 
' 1Greater linquistic ability: (a) better in languuges; ( b) better 
26. 
on anu.logie·s tes·t; (.o) better on word building. n 
ConolusioP~.s of a few other investigators in other school 
traits and general intelligence show the laok of any unanimity as 
to sex difference. Guy M. Whipple (20 sex Dif.ferenoe in Army 
Scores) concludes from his duta that boys as a group are s.l.ightly 
' superior to girls, a ra.ot.whioh may be due to the seleotive nature 
of ·the high s'chool. .Pressey cone ludes from one study ( 13 sex 
Differences Shown by 2 ,644 School Childred} "The g~;rls average 
slightly higher ·~n total soore or general intelligonoa thun the 
' boys. u ;v101·e .rt::1pid development on the part of the sirls is sug-. 
gested as tlle most probable explanation. T~·~.e foregoing reason has 
already heen a0+va11ced by the :Lnvestiga.tor to account for· the sup• 
erio1:1 ty of the girls in the first two grades of high school. In 
a later study Pressey modifies liis first ooncl u.sionsll4 :b,ur~ner 
J)Uta with Hegard~:1Sex Difference.} by a.ta.ting that t'suoh sex dif• 
ferencea in int.elligenoe tn .. e of no prae,tioul impor.tanae • 
. As to the variability of the two groups ( 13 Pressey op• ,()it• 
PP• 340J Pressey fi.nds e. r1rewJ.rkably greu.ter variability among 
the boys than girls wllereas Hollingsworth (6 Vocutional Psyohology 
PP• 232} concludes n •••• the evidence from these extensive experiments 
1s, in all oases, that there is no sex difference in mental vari-
ability. n Terman ( 16 Genetto Study of Genius ; ; • 53) • in explain• 
ing the p1·eponder.m1oe of boys over gi:t•ls in his study says, "the 
most comm.ondexplu.na.tion of 1~indfings suoh us we a.re here ooneerned 
with is that the human mule is more variable thun the female. How-
ever, tho ruento.l test duta beo.r;l .. ng on sex ~;;'.1riabil1ty are Ho ·~,n-
consistent that it would be he.rd to su.y which way the weight of 
evidence lies. n And thus the n:n ttor s tu.rids• 
From this study the differences in both averages and vari-
ability are too slight to offer any educational problem, Both 
groups in the ~ttin are remarkably alike u.nd we cun. use the same 
conclusion regu.rding vocabulary thut Terman used respective to 
intelligence, (op. cit• pr;, 262) n.amely 'tgiftedness is evidently 
fur mo.re potent tha11 sex in determining relative success in· school 
subjectsn or vocabulary as the case may be, 
SU!'A0,~ABY 
l. Girls seem to be a ~11·t tle superior to boys in general voca-
bulary ability, This superiority com.es chiefly in the freshman 
und "Sophomore yeal' which may be a result of the slower matu1 .. i ty 
of the girls or rnay be u real sex difforenae.,. The boys are slight-
ly superior in junior and senio:t• yea1•s which may be ouused by 
more boys quitting school than girls. 
2. Little clifferenoe was discovered in variability. 
3 • In !t&arion and Ji'lorence tlle girls are slightly superior in voco.~ 
bulary ability; in ;ea.body the boys a.re slightly superior. 
4. Sex difference throws bu·t little li{1;ht on indivi'dual dif·ference 
and off ors no eduoutional problem. 
28. 
CHAPTER VII 
DID1FERENCES IN GENERAL RElillING voc1 ... BUL.l'iRY B.ETWBEN PUPILS 
ENTERING HIGH SCHOOL FROM HUR.AL ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
111m crrY ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
Of the total number of pupils tested, 134, or approximately 
29%. entered high sohool from rural alernentary sohools, These 134 
entered the high sohools of Marion and Peabody since Florence is a 
consolidated district, thus drawing a. negligible number of students 
from rural elementary schools. The scores of these 134 pupils will 
:r1rst be compared v11 th all of the stud en ts in Marion, Peabody• and 
Florence, those of Florence being included in order to get as 
rep1•esentat1 ve as possible a population or la.borer and rural pupils 
from the city elementary schools. 
Table XVIII shows the total distribution in aaoh class, and 
the total distribution of all students who entered high school from 
rural elementary schools~ Table XIX shows the total distribution 
in eaoh class, and the total distribution of all students vrho enter• 
ed high school from oity elementary schools. 
In the freshman class the rural elementary students comprise 
5l~b of the entire class; in the sophomore class, 30%; in the junior 
class, 24%; and in the. senior class. 31%• 
Table XX shows the overlapping between the two groups. The 
freshman class shows the rural eleme~tary pupils sbmewhat superior 
in m.ediun overlapping; otherwise there are marked differences be-
tween the two groups within each class, and_ as a whole. 
Reference to the de.-ta in Table XXI shows the students from the 
city elementary schools to be superior in each grade. In terms of 
chances, the difference between the two groups in the freshman 
TABLE XVIII 
Distribution of Total Scores tmd by Grades of the students 
in the City High Schools from the Hural Elementary 
Sahools on Form I of the Markham Vooa-
bulary.Test; 
! 1reshman sophomore Junior Senior Total 
100-104 2 2 
95-99 l l 4 6 
. 90•94 2 2 
85-89 2 l l 4 8 
80•84 2 2 l 6 ll 
75 .. 79 l l 3 3 8 
70-74 3 5 3 ll 
65•69 4 7 2 3 16 
60-64 7 6 5 l 19 
55•59 4 4 l 3 12 
50-54 4 2 l 7 
45•49 l 7 4 3 15 
40-44 a l 2 l 12 
55-39 l l 
30•34 2 l 3 
25-29 l l 
Number 36 59 25 34 134 
Median 6,l.43 62.,06 62.5 78.33 64.47 
Mean 59.50 63.75 64.90 75.30 65.10 
. S"' n. (av) }.2.~o t.1.77 t_s.70· t2.a1 tl.44 
s. D. 13~"65 ll.05 18.80 15.90 16.60 
s .. D. ( s .d. )_tl ,,63 t_l.25 t2.65 . i,1;98 t1.02 
TABLE XIX 
Distribution of Total Scores and by Grades ot the Pupils in 
1n the City High sohools who entered from the 
City Elementary Sohools 
D~reshman sophomore J"unior senior .. Total. 
110-114 2 2 
105·109 2 l 2 5 
100•104 2 5. 3 10 
95-9.9 2 4 7 8 21. 
90~94 l 2 ? 14 24 
85-89 6 6 11 13 36 
80-84 5 10 9 6 30 
75.,;.79 3 ia 3 6 27 
70-74 7 10 9 4 30 
65•69 10 7 ll 5 33 
60•54 7 ll a 5 31 
55-.59 19 ll 4 l 35 
50-54 6 4 6 15 
45-49 6 3 1 2 12 
40 ... 44 7 4 ll 
35-39 2 2 
30•34 
25-29 l l 
Number 60 94 76 75 325 
Median 601'71 72.5 01.,11 86.35 73.75 
' 
Mean 63.68 71.27 79.7'3 82.5 73.9 
' r s. D• (av >il~t:i3 f..1~74 f..l.65 f..l.81 t..91 
s. n. 14.60 16.90 14.40 15.75 U>.50 




Percent of Rural Elementary school Pupils in the City High 
Reaching or Exceeding the Median score of the 








Mean Superiority of Students Entering High school from the 
·- City Elementary schools over those Entering from 
'the Rural Elementary Schools. 
·arade Mean Dif'f erenoe standard Error of 
Mean Di:ff. 
lrreshman 4.18 t_2.e1 
sophomore 9o92 t2.47 
Junior 14.83 t3.l7. 
senior 7.65 t,.3·.32 
'rot al 8,80' f.l.70 
class will in 93 chances in 100 be greater than zero. Abso;L~te 
reliability exists in 'the sophomore 6Ild junior classes, whereas in 
' l " \/ "· ' ,j 
the senior olass in 99 ohnnoes in 100 th~ differ~noe will be greater 
' ' 
than.zero. The difference between the totals shows that the true 
difference \Vill always favor the city elementary school pupils. The 
inveatieato·r does not have an explanation for the results in the 
freshman olass other than that in this instance the rural elernentHry 
schooltpupils for this particular year were more highly selected 
than in the three former years. In the senior year it would seem 

















senior rural excels jun~or ru1•al 2. ?7: senior rural excels sopho-. 
more rura.l 11,65; senior rural excels treshmo.n·rural 15.80. The 
city differences are read in the same vmy. The table shows a much 
sharper differentiation between the meun scores of the grades in 
the city exoept junior-senior than or the grades made by rural ele-
rn.entary school pupils. This condition oo.n be attributed ·to two 
onuses: first, perhaps eaoh year the incoming rural students differ 
a great deal 1n ability from farmer rural elementary school pupils; 
0 r, the rural elementary school students do not improve so rapidly in 
the oi ty high so.hools as do the 01 ty elementary sohool pupils• 
so far. we .have been comparing students from the rural element-
ary and oity elementary schools in the city high school. ]'rom all 
the evidence we have, there oan be but one oonolusion; the ever sup-
eriority in general reading ability ot ~ne pupil from. the oity ele-
mentary school. Is t11is differenoe a result of poorer education in 
the rural elementary sohools'f Would the same· di:eferenoe be found it 
the group that attended the rural elementary school had attended the 
city elementary sohool? To throw some light on this question, let 
us examine the scores of the.few rural students in eaoh high school 
T.t\BLE XXIII 
Distribution of Total Scores made on Form I of the .Markham. 
Vooabulary Test and by Grades in Marion and Peabody 




































































































Distribution of scores made on Form I. of the Marlcham 
Vocabulary Test by Hural Pupils who entered 
High School from the City Elementary 
school. 
Marion Pea.body Total Irlorence Totul 
105•109 l l 
100-104 l l 
95-99' l l 
90-94 2 3 5 2 7 
85•89 2 3 5 3 a 
80"'."84. 2 2 4 3 7 
75•79 3 3 l 4 
70-74 2 3 5 2 7 
65-69 4 3 7 2 9 
60-64 4 4 3 7 
55.59 4 l 5 5 11 
50•54 l l 
45 .... 49 l l 4 .5 
40•46 1 l 4 5 
35.-39 
30•34 
25-29 l· 1 _,_ 
Number 21 19 40 35 75 
M.edi,an ·, 66.84 75.5 •, 72.00 64.16 69·.16 
Mean 65.00 76.70 73,10 66.65 70.l t1.94 
s. n. 12~45 12.10 13.05 19.70 ie.ao tl.37 
35. 
who S:t:tien~ed a aity elementary school, and eutered tl1e city high 
school directly fron1 the city elementary school. Al'though the group 
is smull, perhaps some value oun be der·iv~d from comparing 1·t with the 
group made up 0~' s·t·udents frbtn the n7Ui-ia.J. el.emenl;a);y s&,hool. Table 
XXIV gives the d€ita for the rural g1•0Vip tha. t reoei, ved its elemeri tary 
education in the tlity sahoole. 
In· Marion the rural student from the 01 ty elomen·ta1•y school is 
8.40 superior to ·the rui>jt~\l studeht f1•om. the rura1 ~lemen.;aa.l:~y sohool, 
whereas the city elementary sohooi pupils as ~ whq:l.e are. l4a40 scores. 
supertb-r. 
In Peabod~t High School the rural student from '.t,he qity ·~llernent­
e.ry school is 7 ,ao points sup;;;ricir. to the rural sifudent fr9m rural 
elem.en ·ta:ry school. In JPloreµce tho re i a no ap ;;ree ~able difference. 
Combined, the rural studen·ts from the city elementary school.a outrank 
the· rural students from tha rural elementary scho(i>la by 5 soore:s. 
From this comparison it ttotl.ld seem t;he:b ·the quality o~ the £f'lu0ation 
·, reoei ved in the rural school is a oontr;buting t•a.c·b;oi1' in causing the 
\, ' \ 
inferiority of' the' rural sdmdent in general z-eading vocabulary. How• 
ever. thei .. e is s·ti .. ll a large difference -when the .intluenoe ot .. . eiuoa.~ion­
.stl opportunity ha.a been eliminated tha~t inclines one to believe that 
the rural student :ts inferior in native ability. 
•ro oompure the variability of the rural elementary school pupils 
as a group with city elementary school pupils as a group using the 
coet•ficient of variation expressed as a per cent, we find that in the 
freshman class the city ~ohool group is 981& as variable; in the sopho• 
more class, the rural school group is 73.21 per cent as variable; in 
the junior class, the city group is 62.36 per cent as variable; in the 
senior, the oity group is 91.16 per oent as vcil'iable; and e.s a v1hole, 
the oi ty school group is 87 .56 per cen·t as val"iable •. 
Thus, the rurnl elementary sohool pupils tend ·to be distinctly 
inferior,. and mox·e variable than the city elementary school pupils 
in the city high school,. 
rrable llV gives the data. for ai·ty elementary school pupils in 
Marion and Peal)ody High. sohools, Compared w1 th the rural elementary 
school pupils in the two schools (Table XIX) the differences are even 
~re pronounced than whe.n compared with all the city elementary 
sohool students in the three schools•· 
T.ABLE X.XV 
Mean superiority of the City Elementary Soho.ol students 
over ·the Hural .fillementa.ry school students in 











Tabla XXVI gives the data for comparing the high school students 
who graduated :from the rural elementary schools with those from the 
o~ty aleme11tary school in Peabody. Table XXVII gives the san1e inform-
. ation for Marion. In Table lJ{VIII the mean superiority of the students 
from the oi ty elementary school is sl1own• Al though the difference is 
large in ea.oh instance, the differenoe between the two groups is muoh 
greater in Marion. Evidently Marion does not get as good a selection 
Of rural school graduates as does Peabody. 
The findings in respeot*¥e to general vocabulary differences seem 
thoroughly consistent with the findings of Jeffries (8 Jeffries •. A 
Comparative study of Pupils from Rural and Urban Grades in the ]~resh­
rnan Year of High ·sohools in Sumner County Kansas.) in general intel• 
ligenoe and ability in sohooi subjeots. Jeffries concludes from his 
37. 
TABLE XX.VI 
Distribution ot Total sooi~es ma.de on li'orm I .of the Markham 
Vooabula.ry T·est and Grade Distributions of the Pupils 
in the Pea.body High School who entered High School 
from the Rural Elementary School and the 
City Elementary School. 
Freslunan sophomore Junior senior Total 
Rural City Rural City Rural City Rural City uural City 
110-114 l l 
105•109 l l 
100•104 l l 2 l 3 
95•99 l l l l 3 2 l 4 6 
90-94 l 3 2 3 2 7 
85-89 2 l 5 3 l 5 2 10 
80•84 2 3 l 9 l 2 l 2 5 12 
75-79· l 3 4 3 2 3 4 7 16 
70-74 l 2 2 l 4 2 3 10 
65-69 4 l 4 l l 2 2 ll 6 
60-64 5 l 4 2 2 l l l 12 5 
55-59 l 3 l l l l l 4 7 
50•54 2 l l l 4 l 
45•49 l l l l 
40•44 2 l l 2 5 l 
Nwnber 17 18 16 24 14 24 14 24 61 87 
Median 65.25 76.66 65 76.66 65 82.5 75.33 85 67.04 76.?5 
M.ean 6£;)..91 74.15 65 '14.75 67.86 Bl.65 77.86 82.5 69.10 78.45 
s. D. 13.2 ll,05 l0.75 9.60 18.25 i3.,90 14.20 15.65 14,30 14~05 
TABL~ XXVII 
Distribution of Total scores made on Form I of the Markham 
vooa.bulo.ry 'rest and Grade Distributions or the Pupils 
in the Marion High School v1ho Entered High 
school from the Rural Elementary & 
the City Elementary Sohool 
Freshman sophomore Junior senior Total 
Rural City Hur al City Hurul City Rur~11 City Rural City 
110-114 l l 
105•109 l l 2 
l00-104 l l 3 l l 5 
95 .. 99 l 2 3 2 4 2 10 
90•94 2 l 6 9 
85-89 2 2 3 l a 3 4 6 17 
90-84 l l· 3 3 5 2 6 9 
75-79 l 3 l l l 5 
70-74 2 2 3 2 2 3 8 6 
65-69 5 3 2 l 6 l 3 5 16 
60•64 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 7 10 
55-59 3 6 3 5 l 6 12 
50-54 2 2 3 l 3 5 
45-49 l 3 7 l 3 3 14 4 
40•44 2 l l 7 3 
35-39 l 1 
30•34 2 l 3 
25-29 l l 
,, Iii . . 
Number 19 26 23 33 ll 30 18 25 71 114 
Median 47.5 60 57.5 71.25 60.83 85 81 90.41 . 63.5 75.83 
Mean 53.29 62.5 68.81 72.5 61.14 81,65 72 87.5 61.7 76.l 
s. D• 17.10 14.·35 11.75 lth95 19.90 13110 16.95 12.90 17.7 17.05 
1nvest1ga. ti on that, "the mental age '£0.r the urban group is one year 
and two months higher than it is for the rural groupsn and that the 
0 urban group is ahead of the rux-a.l group in all of the sets of scores 
in a.ohievement, excepting tho~e in arithmetic." 
li'rom these data it v1ould seem ·that the graduate from the rural· 
elementary school entering.> the city high school offers a real problem 
that is not ordinarily met by 1.>resent day school proo.ed.ure.., 
Summary 
~ , ! ' 
l. Comparison of students entering high school trom the rural ele-
mentary school with pupils entering f'rom the oity elementary school 
shovis the rural elementary school pupil to severely handioapped in 
general_vooabulary ability. 
2. 'l'he rural pupil entering high sohool. from the city elementary sohool 
seems distinctly superior to the student from the rural elementary 
sohool but not equal to the student from the oity. 
3. Rural pupils do not ~eem to improve as rapidly as city elemente.I .. Y 
school pupils. 
4. some 01 ty high sohools:.get:_a better selection of rural school . 
pupils than others. 
5. The rural school pupil in the oity high school offers a real probl.em. 
CHA.f>•1'ER VIII 
· Diffei•enoes in General Heading Vocabulary According to oc-
cupation of Parents. 
Four hundred thirty- six pupils gave the .~ooupation of their 
wage-earning parent sufficiently definite to permit of oluasifioation 
of oooupational groups. 
Taussig's five-grade olassifioation was changed to suit the needs 
* ' ~ ~ . 
oi"' the ·oommunlties wherein the 'test was· given. .Agriculture v;a.s list-
ed separately instead of being listed under skilled labor. Common 
labor and slightly skilled labor were thrown together. JJ'irst, however, 
they were listed separately, but there was so little difference (mean 
di:fferenoe of two scores) that the ·two were listed under one head. 
Otherwise Taussig's classification was followed. 
In each of the classifications we have the following; r. Prof• 
t1esional Group: physicians, lawyers, teaohers, olergymen, dentistst 
United states Representative, engineers (with college degrees}; 
to'tal, 18. 
II• semi-professional and Business Group, including two sub-
gra.des of n1thi te oollarrr workera below the proi'essional level: aQ, · 
executive and business managers, sales company owners, insurance 
agents, photographers• oil company superintendents; total, 14; b) 
retail dealers and owners of small stores, oler1oal workers, drug-
gists, contractors, telegraph operutors, postmen, post office clerks, 
civil serviae clerks, oountyofficials; total; total of II, a) and 
b) 90, 
· III. Skilled Labor Group: carpenters, mechanics, machinists, 
tailors, painters, forerneil, bakers, shoemakers, barbers. blacksmiths. 
locomotive engineers, printers, oil drillers. railway conductors, 
rig builders; total, 60 
41. 
IV• Corum.Ort to semi ... skilled Laborers; odd jobs• ~teamsters; 
expressman; oil worlcers • pitlpe line vmlkers; truolt rn.en; total; 71• 
v-. Agr:toulture: to·tal' 197 • 
The percentage.distribution for these five classes is as follows: 
Professional 
semi-professional and Business 
Skilled l.abor 
Common to semtl}-akilled Labor 
l~grioul ture 
Unlcnown 
14.63'1~ I ' 
4.eo1~ 
The above data show the pl'eponderanoe of ag1~1culture, and semi• 
professional and business in a small town.· The limited number in 
} 
the professional group is not truly indicative of the number of pro-
fessional people, but is in part the result of the small families 
· prevalent in the protessio1i0l class~ '!1ho labor group is largely made 
up ot oil workers, and may not be a stable part ot the comm.unities 
in whioh they are found. 
Table XXIX gives ·the distributions of ea9h group with the median, 
mean, and standard deviations for each gt.'oup. 
Table 1LKX gives the meti?l difference between the groups. The 
table should be rea.d: professional exceeds a1ti11ed labor a.oo;. exoeeds 
business 9.05 1 etc, 
In term.a of cha.noes, the mean difference betweon professional 
and skilled labor will in 1l2 ohcmoes 1n 100 be creator than zero; the 
d1ffe1ienoe between professional u.nd business will in 94 chances in 
100 be greater thun zero; the difforenoe between professional ~md 
common to semi-skilled labor will in 99 chances in 100 be greater than 
zero. Between professlonal and agriculture there is complete relia-
bility. 
TABLE XX.IX 
Comparison of Group Classified as to oooupution 
P ..a.r10.er Common &. Business & Skilled Professional 
Semi-skilled semi- Labor 
Labor .Professional 
110-114 l 1 
105-109 l l 2 l 
l00-l04 5 l 6 2 
95-99 5 6 6 4 l 
90•94 9 6 5 l 4 
65-89 16 7 8 9 4 
80-84 18 5 9 7· l 
75-79 13 6 7 .7 ·1 
70-74 16 4 6' 8 
65-69 24 5 14 5 
60-64 22 7 8 9 2 
55•59 21 8 9 4 
'50-54 a 7 s l l 
45•49 20 ·4 3 l 
40•44 17 3 l l 




Nwnber 197 71 90 60 18 
Median 66.35 69.68 73.33 75.71 88w76 
Mean 66,85 71.10 \ 75.10 76.15' 84~15 
l 
( 
s.D.(av}L•l.22 f.2.04 ,tl.75 f.l.86 iB.30 
s. D. 17.15 17.20 lo,65 14.40 17.10 
s.D,(s.d.) t,09 f.l.44 iJ..24 tl.31 f_2.85 
TABLE XXX 




Professional 8,00 i 5o62 9+05 £ 6.41 13.05 t 5,68 
Skilled Labor l.05 f. ·2.55 5.05 f.. 2~·75 




17.30 t. 5.44 
9.30 i 2,22 
8.25 i 2~06 
The difference between skilled labor and semi•professional and 
business will in 65 chances out of 100 be gr~ater than zero; the dif• 
:rerenoe bet\veon slcilled labor and common labor will in 96 0110.noea in 100 
be greater than zero,. There is complete reliability between slcilled 
labor and agriculture+ 
The difference between business-semi-professional und oommon-to• 
send-skilled labor will in 94 chances in 100 be greater thun zero; there 
is complete reliability that the difference vtill be greater tho.n zero 
between busiJ!ess-semi-pr~fessional and.agriculture. 
'rhe ohunoes are 95 in 100 that the difference between slcilled, labor · ' . 
and agrioultu~e will be greater thu11 ze1,o, 
o~e intt?resting 1'eature of oocupa. tional differences in generGa.1 read-· 
ing.v~oab~la.ry.is the slight superiority of the skilled labor group over 
.businesa-and-scmi•professione.l groups • 
. As . to ·the cuuse of superiority or one group over another, 1 t is 
diffioul·t to say. The low position of the a.grioul ture group has been 
partially explu.ined by the quality of the education reoeived in the rural 
· elementary sohools ~ otherwise a good case could be made out for either 
environmental opportunity or inherited ability us the ca.use for the 
position of any oooupationttl group. 
Again, the big problem is not separation 01' classes, because 
vre find students of all degrees of ubili ty within eaoh occupational 
group. 
summary 
l, Occupational. olaasif ioa:tion was made according to Taussig' s five 
group plan except semi-sltilled and common labor were included under 
one heading and that ag1•iculture was made into o. separate classifi• 
cation. 
2. Superiority in vooa.bulu.ry .. aooording to oooupt:ctional grouping falls 
into the order narn.ed: professional, slrilled labor, business and semi-
professional,· cow.man to semi-sld.lled labo.r 0 and agriculture. 
3 .• Differences vri thin t:;uch group are more important tl~an differences 
betwe(m groups• 
CHAP'l'ER IX 
GEN.B;Rll.L HE1illU·m yoO.ABULARY 
11.'o determine the relationship between general reading vooa• 
~ulary and genernl int~lligence, the coefficient of correlation bet~ 
ween vocabulary teat scores and generul intelligence test scores was 
caloule.ted •. 
~·rom ~1lorenoe, 114 Terman Group Teat soores were available; . 
~rom Peabody, only 30 Terman Group Test soores were ava.ilable; in 
Marion, Otis Self-Adn1inistering T~st of Mental libili ty, Higher Exo:m-
1nation 1~01~ J.i waa administered to the student body under the same 
conditions as the vocabulary test had been administered. From these 
scores and the. vocabulary soores ooeffioients of correlation vrere cal-
culated. Chart I gives the correlation for the thirty intelligence 
test scores in Peabody High Sohool to be .795 with l'• E. r. t .0113. 
Chart II gives the correlation between general vocabulary soores and 
Terman Intelligenoe Test scores in the ]1lorence High School to be 
.909 with P• E. r. f.. .012. Chart III gives the ooef'ficient of cor-
ral ation betwee11 Otis Intelligenoe Test soores and vocabulary test 
scores in Marion High School to be • 783 with .P. E. r. t .02. 
The coefficients of correlation in all three oases denote a high 
relationship (3. Garrett, statistics in rsyohology and Eduoation, 
p. 298) between general in·talligenoe and general vocubulary. So great 
is tlle relationship between the two traits that often times a vooa-
) 
bule.ry test is used as a general intelligence test, Terman says 
(Genetic s·tudy of Genius, Vol. I. P• 25} •r, ...... it is only necessary 
to poin"t; to the correlations of .85 to .95 which have been round 
between vocabulary scores und mental age on the entire saule. The 
amount of this correlation \Vas deemed to justify rejection of some 
candicla.tes on vocabulary test alone."· The coefficient of 'borrelat1on 
between intelligence test scores and vooabulary scores is larger 
thun the coefficients of correlation between. 1ntell1genoe test sooros. 
(15. Huoh and Stoddard, 1rests ani;i Me~surements in High school Instruo-
tion, pp~ 220~221.) 
Do 1nt~ll1genoe tests and vocabulary tests .meo~sura the same 
thing"? Some invest;gators s,~~em to think so. Kelley, by a .rather. 
involved proo~as • main't;ains {10. Kelley, Interpretation of E(.hteational 
rv'.teasurements. p··, 205} that according to usyn1ond • s data suggests that 
no less than 95 percent ot the· I\fa1iional IntelligeJ'.ioe '11ests: scale A, 
and the Thorndilce--:McCall Reading Test are basi<.w.lly measures dt the 
some thing. ]'urther, in view of the size of the population '~ealt 
with, thi.a result has but a small cha.nee Qf e:t'ror ~ l't may seem sur-
prising that ·there :ts so much tho.t is common between these two well• 
known tests, one O{:~lled un intelligence test, and the other a reading 
., 
test, but auoh is clearly indicated. to be the case .• " Kelley also 
s~.unrnarizes h.is .<:'on.tention (op. o1t_. PP• 208) by saying: "The oom• 
lllW.1.ity between different :tntell~genoe tes·ts is about 95 per oent.• 
The comm.unity 'between intelligence tests and aohieverne11t butteries is 
&.b6ut 90 per oent, rl'he community bet\veen inte:I.ligenoe tests und read• 
ing tests 1s· about 92 'per oent. 0 
Disregarding the question of t'leasur•ing the same thing, we oan 
be sure that di v1si on of studem ts and classification of students 
according to intelligenoe will also secure h01noge11ous vooabu:lury groups. 
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MARKlWl VOOABJLARY TES~S FOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS 
FORM I 
PREPARED BY· W. T. MllRKHAM 
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* * * Pupil City * 
* * * * 
Age Yea.rs Months School * 
* * 
* 
Sex Date of Test Grade in School * - * * 
* 
Pa.rent's Occupation Did you enter * * * or ra.ral school'? * * **************************************************~****************** 
high school from.city 
* 
* * * On the following pages you will find a. list of one hund- ~ * red twenty-five sentences and expressions. In each sente11oe 11t *· or expression there is anunderlined·word. Following each * * sentence or expression· is a. list of FIVE words• ·You are to * * select the \~rd in ea.oh liet that moat nearly corresponds in * * meaning to the underlined vrord in the se.ntenoe or expression * * and draw a line under iti and then put its number in the pa.1--en- * * thesis. Do ·not hurry. 4.l1llis is riot a speed test. It is to test * *· your knowle.dge of words. * 
* * ******•*~***********************************************************# 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 






* * * * ):c 
***********************************•*******~************************* 
50. 
l, They made,· the alteration.·· l. garment. · 2. · sU.bway. 3. compact.· 
4. ll.ill •.. 5. change ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• ~ •• ~ .................. ( ) 
2. A bri~~jr metal. l, oounterfei t. 2. ah1n1ng •. 3•. ha1'id. . . . . .. 
4.·.r,ou.gh. 5. h.ea.vy •••••• ~ •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••.• ; •• ~ .•••••••• () 
3. The· im1ates will ·su.ffo.aate~ ·1~ starve.· 2. ·choke.·~• ·eU.rvive · 
4. break away• · 5. rti\i..~tny ••••• , •••••• ~ .•.• ~ •••••••• ~· •••••.•••••• ( } 
4. It· is· !_St,<in:ish1nf$• · 1. bad~ 2. thorough·~· 3~ furious. 4·. amaz- · 
ing. .:5.- storml• •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ .• • • ••• • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • ( ) 
5. A low bank slt1e1ds us~· 1. house~·· 2, mound. 3. stack. 
4. curti111. 5. tide., ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• • •••••••• ( ) 
6. She sat in ?ensive mood, l, flamboyant. ·2. though.tfu.l. . 
3, i'right~ul. · 4. qu~,relsomo •. 5. mirt1uu5l. ..................... ( .) 
7. A musical instrument. l.. surgical. 2. cu.linary. 3. :point~d 
4. melodious. 5. destructive •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• • ••• ( ) s. A s;yn~psia wa.a given. l.. summary. 2. d111ama. 3. syatern. 
4. oni.:ta •. 5. vacation ••••••••• • ••••••••.•••.••••••••.••.•••••• ( } 
9, A pu~ple 5lanc~. l. cover. 2. ·beam. 3. ray. 4 ·color. 
o. dart .·of light ................................................. ( ) 
lO. Tliey examined the~ tmlt~.:'l.• l. moron. 2 irun~ te. 3 wounded king 
4. Shah. 5. emb~1lmed · bqdy • ••••••••• • •••••••••••••••.•• , ••••• , ( ) 
ll, !I!hey are beion~ ·our care. l. _past. 2. in. 3, sent through 
4 •. chiefly. .5.., ent ~ely •••••••.•••• , ••••• , ••• • •••••••••••••• ( ) 
12, it slncere remar,k. l,. cu~ting• 2.· hurried. 3. aa1~ca.stic 
4, ciwnsy. 5, honest ••••••• , .. ,, •••• ~.,•, ••• , ••••••••••••• , ••• ( ) 
13. He.~omplains contiri,ually. l. growls, 2. lllllrmurs. 3. sings 
~. · laughs. 5. prays ................................. •, ••••••••• ( ) 
14. They Vi 1ewed the .d:e,cea~. l. qi+~rry. 2. sepulcher. 3 miik-
wa.gon. 4. cor1lse. · o, old nest •••• • ........................... ( ) 
15, A diat,·;t-essing howl. l. wa.il .• 2. m.9ment. 3 incident.~;. 
4. so e.ne • 5. t,hQugl:;.:j;' ~ • ~ •• ~ •••• ,. • ~ ................ ." ••••••••• • • ( ) 
16. We snot 'the i!,take. · 1. pellioaJ:l.• 2. mal~·'.""duok. 3. wild goose. 
4. marsh-hawk.,, gr'o\1se •••••••••••••••••••• , • • ••••••••••••• ( ) 
17. The statement w~s ~lJ,.:&~· i, a.ccepted. 2. correct. 
3. 1mpor.ta~~t. 4 • .wrong.'•· 5 •. ~(lmplete ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
18. They took the o ert&1.l s. l. ord~1·. 2. money. 3. enu.mera.ti on. . 
4. paperfile, 5. ba.ilk.•book ...................................... (. ) 
19. The man was abusive. l. insu.fting •. 2. drunk. 3. angry •. 
,4. crazy. o. scared ........................................... ( ) 
20. He had a premonition,. J... intention. 2, pattern., 3.,. thou.gllt . 
4. forewarn.ing. ·ti.. cartridge, ••••••••••••••••••• ,; ••••••••••• ( ) 
21. A ccmple·te ~· l. private bath. 2. parachute. 3. fuse. 
4. thought• .. o. observance ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
22. An abnormal. ai tuat,ion. l. common. 2. unu.su.a.l. 3. blacltenod 
4. hpJ!eiU.·l. 5, good •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ( ) · 
23. A giant bo\vlde!.• l. cactus. 2. tree. z. turtle. 4 • .i>a.nthei--
5. st(')ne ••• •.• ................................................ ( ) 
24. J.\ !t?z:e;lva:l)~ aotion. l. traiterou.s. 2. offensive. 3. ha.sty. 
·4. cowardly. 5. pardonable••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••< ) 
25. They m~t for a confer~..q2$!•. l. 1nte1"View. 2, mu.steal. 
3. crowd. 4. ~eont est. 5. camp-party ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
26. A complete ,c;rc-l'e. l. :•te~m. 2 •. course. 3. day. 
4. r~volu. tio.n. 6. conJutj.otion •••••. • ••••••••••••• • •••••• • ..... ( ) 
27. He went i.t1to retirement. l. a.u to-salvage. 2. aecl.usion. 
3. gerry-rnanderlng. 4·: spasms. 5. repair-work •••••••••••• • •• ( ) 
2a •. A fearful oalamity. l. exci.ting~ 2. ·great. 3. impressive.· 
· 4. uncalled for. 5 •. terr.ible •••••••••••••• , .•.••••• • .... • •• ( ) 
29. They rel1ev.ed the tension •. l •. mortage, 2 •. su.f:Ce~er. 3 • 
. strain •. 4 •. party,_ o •. stu.dent.a •.••• ;. ........................ , .•. ( ) 
30. The ~ddl 1s dangerous. l. whirlpool. 2. gl'3,cier. · .· · · · · · · · 
3,, country• ~' storxn. 5 •. river.~ ...... , ••••.• • •••••••••••• { ) 
31 •. A.n azure aky; · l •. blu.e. · 2. gra.y. 3. olowded. 4. smoky. · 
5. crimson •••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••.•••••••• ( ) 
32. You stress the wrong noint. 1, emphasize. 2. attack. · · 
3.·· omit'.· 4. select .... 5. bel! eve .......... · ••••••• ·• •• , •••• •• ( } 
33, ~he event was disastrons. 1. news. 2. incident. 
3. decision. 4. meeting. o. evidence ........ ; ••••••••••• ( ) 
34 •. A s,ac~e.d prayer, l ... able. 2. J?harisaic. 3. co11secrated · ) 
4 •. Chinese •. 5. voluminous •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ( · 
35. She ! s J2iledged to us. i •. kin a. 2. fai thtul. ;;. ru.de •. 
4. se11t. 5. promised ..................................... • ( · ) 
36. A perfect model. l. person •. 2, imp. 3. pattezan. 
4. engraving. 5. caricature ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
87, Tlle;r engaged 1.n a .. slc~rmish. l. artillery-fire. 2. repal--tee 
:;. debate, 4. search. 5 •. light combat ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
!8', Bluing 00101--s the water. i., . i!l...k. 2. blood, 3. indigo. 
4. red-lead, 5. paint •••••••• -·•••••••••••••••••••••••••< ) 
39ti H1s backer re:fu.sed. l. suppor·ter. 2. compan1o.n. 
3., coachman. 4. employer. 5, wife, ....................... ( ) 
40 •. A mass of coaeltllum, l. corn. 2. sugar. 3. rope.. · 
4, cplotted blood. 5. an ts.• ••••••••••••• ., •••••••••••••• ( } 
4l. He gave a sam2l.e. l, dose. 2. assignment. 3. treatment. 
4. specimen. 5. song-book ••••• ., ....... ·• •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
42. The sentence is incom~lite. l. short. 2. intperfect. . 
3. descriptive. 4• · vu·-gar. B. incorrect •.••••••••• , ..... ,. ( ) 
43. He read the .l?rief~ l. article. 2 •. au.mmary. 3. warrant 
4. text. 5. Eook •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ~.c } 
44• We confide in our t1~1ends. l. depend, 2. tru.at. 3. rely 
4-::-baiieve. 5. repose •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ( } 
45, That ju.ote you.r poem. l. refuse. 2 • .Portray. 3. shun 
4. billeve. ti. repeat••••••••••••••••••···-··•••••••••••( ) 46. They dis;eerse the crowd. l. entertain. 2. scatter. 
3. provoke. 4• dispose- 5. dlsarm•••••••••••••••••••••••< ) 
47. A counte1-fi:1 t dollar l. silver. 2. Mexican. 3. spuriona 
4. fore-foreign •. 5. bottom ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• ( ) 
48. I claim certain.rights. l. re{jl. oat. 2. demand. 3. beg. 
4, Imply. ~· l"efuse •• ,. " ............ • ••••••••••••••••••• , ( ) 
49. They tuak~ when he speaks. l. shout, 2. cheer. 3. come 
4. ' remb le. 5. retreat .................................... ( ) 
50• Ou.r :fare was paid, 1. bill• 2. price., 3. part. 4 •. passage 
. 5. iiite1~est.... .. . ..••.••.•.••••..••••••••.•••••••.• ., ••• ( ) 
51. A ti te.nmb force l. army. 2. naval. 3. artia·bic. 4. fairy 
5. g 1gant1 o. • • • ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • ••• , ••••••••••• ( ) 
52. He waa skilled 1n ~i~icpi. l. entertaining. 2. derision. 
3. ridicule. 4. photography. 5. imitation •• .-............ ( ) 
53. A noted man l. kind. 2. distinguished. 3. steady. 
4 • 1 nd e b t ed. t> • educ a. t e d • • • • • .. .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. • • • • • • ·• ( ) 
54. They loaded the salleon. l., shot-gun. 2. dioe, 3. bat. 
4. large ship, 5. elevato~··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i)) 
52. 
55 •. A restful hamlet. l. valley. 2. , stream •. 3. song. 4. painting 
5. village..... • . • . • • • . • • • • • . ................... • •. • •••• • ( ) 
66. We benumb ou.r. senses l. enliven. : 2. rob. 3. er1tangle 
4. educate. 5. att1pefy •••• , •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• ( · ) 
57. They lame.at t.ha loss, l. ·.overcome. · 2. ·forget. 3. bewail~· · 
4.. impose •. o. 'trans:! er. ~ ••••.••.••••••••••••..•••••.•••• · ( ) 
58. A greec1y heron~ l. pig, 2. person~ 3. vmterfowl. 4.nature · 
5 •. , t lioU.gh t. • e • •• • • I# • • • • it • • II • lJ • e " : ii t ~ • • Iii • • • • • • tt • e • • • ti tt • • ( . ) 
59. He' discharged the ai'~en~. l. ~aptlve. 2. manager. · · 
3. representative •. 4, Janittor •. 5 •. help ••••••••••••••••••. (·) 
60. A .lt<t.!ifP.e,dr~~ solid. l. many-sided •. 2. smooth. 3. hex-
. agonaI. 4.., squ.are, 5., cub ioa.l •• , ........................... ( ·) 
61. A random remark,. l. quick:. 2. pu.trid. 3. aimless, 
4, shameful. 5. flat••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .••••. ".(.) 
62 •. Dot'f your hats. l .. put. cm. 2. change. 5 •. put .. off. · ---;r:: color. 6. burn .......................................... ( · ) 
63 •. We s·ta.yed at the p.oat~lr:£ •. 1. barn. 2. depot. 3. inn 
4. asylum, 5. tarn1 ........ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•( } 
64. We gave him a bJLzait.:~_ine. l. fnl"m. •. 2. buzzard. 3. wife. 
4., large gold coin. o. coppe1• •• • •• , •••• , •••••••••••••••• ( ) 
65 •.. The turmoil was great. l. mu.d. t~. , foam. 3,. a.gi ta.ti on. 
4. wate1 .. fall, 5,. whirlpool •••••••••••••••••••••••••. , •• •. ( ) 
66. We convoy the fleet. l. se.n.d. 2.. so.mmon. 3, entertain. 
4 •. assemble., 5. ·protect, ............ •••••••••••••••••••••(.) 
67. You have cal?illary tubes. l. lo11g. 2. in.uer. z. hair-like 
4. boiler. o. rubber •.• • ......... ., ••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ( ·) 
68. We. gave them ~· l. shares. 2. bonds, 3. inte1•est, 
4. the dickens. 5. advantage ................................... { ) 
69. The author of our~~ l •. boolcs. 2. though.ts. , 
3. manners. 4. existence •. 5. stories ••• ., ...... ,, ••••••••• ( ) 
70 •. l~n· ir.ate parent. l. indulgent pa.rent. 2. 1t1nd+ 3. wrathful 
4. unpopular. 5. only, • • •••• , •••••.•• • •••••••••••• , .•.•.••.••. ( . ) 
71. lln lnsitid liquid. 1. bitter .... 2. sweet. 3. dark, . 
4: pos'o'n. 5. tastel~~ss •••• , ••• •• •. •• •••••••••• ••·•···• •••.•. (. ) 
72. A rustic lad. l. rural. 2. school. z. ur·ban, 4. ugly. 
o. pro.m,ising •••• " .................................... ,, •••••• ( ) 
73 •. The .arttcle ha.a coheronoa. l. beauty. 2. strength. 3 •. 
wealth. 4. sense. 5, consistency.•·• ••• , ••••• , ••• , •••• + •• •· ( ) 
74. She Vl'd.S very deml1re. l. hallghty. 2 •. sleepy. 3. quaint, 
4. bold. fi. modest •••••••••••• • •• , •.••••••.•••••••••••• •·•(. ) 
15. A beautiful medallion. l. scroll. 2. flower, z. debutc.mt 
4. antique:- o. medal, ••• • .................................. ( ) 
76 •. An arr9~8:l1!•ma.n l. friendly. 2. mean. 3. haugh·ty 
4. large. 5. polite .... ••·• •••••• •• •••.••••••• •'• ••••.••••.•• ( ) 
77. They were versed in !!l.i~olotJl'.• 1. science. ·2. history 
3. buffoonery. 4. aatroiogy. 5, fabulous opinions· •• •·• ••.• ( ) 
78. The jo'bb~~ spoke fluently. 1. par1•ot. 2. micl-shipman. 
3. middleman. 4. organizer. 5. candidate ••••••••.•.••••••• ( ) 
79. Their eondt.tion is !!..~Pl<;>ra.ble. l. good. 2. sti-•engthf:r1ed 
3. lamentable. 4. ·restored. 5. unusual ••••••••••••• •· ••• ( ) 
80. The house was razed. l. removed, 2. built. 3. le\relod-to-
t!1e-ground. 4."Covered. 5. packed ......................... ·.·{ ) 
Sl. The child is !!~er_:tine.q~. l. rude. 2. bright. z. peevish 
4. sickly. 5. quarrelsome........................ .. ...... ( ) 


















An: 'hpiniona,ted rhan. l. oonce1 ted. 2. vain. · 3. profam.~ . 
·i-~ · liii,rnf.fie·~ . 6. aou:rageous: ••• ~ •••••••••• • •••••••••• ·• ••. C . ) 
An :as.u~t~J?., bircl. ~· large. 2 •. ·land~ ~~. water. . , 
4. ·dangerouza. 5. beautiful •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• (. ) 
rrhe fi"gtire is _gj.~he'dral. l. beautiful. 2. symmetrical~' ' z. oblique. 4. ootag.011 •. · 5. ·two-sided.-~ •• • ••••••.• •~ •. •.( .. ) 
The 1~Hllat1.o.n was thorou5h. l •. incubator. 2. isotherm.· 
3. i'1is1tlation. 4. on era.ti on. 5. imi ta ti on ••••••••••• :{ .. ) 
The ef:t'.:e!•ve::rnence cont lnued. •l:. bub l)l 1.ng.. 2.. procession 
3. ·ar[rumen'"'t-;-4. stream. .5. ' moaning •••••• tit ............ ,{' .) 
A splendid o.r·thos~ra12he~. l •. ph.otographer. 2 •. speller · 
3 •. engraver. 4. poet. 5. hist.ox•ian •••••••••.••••••••• J ) 
:,,Tie visited a. crasoade. l. spot. 2. eartllqt1ake. 3 •. glaoior 
4. \•1aterfal~,. o. mountain ....................... • ••••••. (J) 
1':;. .±latte·rlru5 cor..1pri.meut.1, generous. 2. ·false, . . 
3.·:p1.-eaa1ng. 4, recnciess. 5. deserved•••••f•••••••.•·•·(..) 
The 2tnion 'broke. l. cr~a.n.k .... shnft. 2. l0v·er. 3. rope 
4, bar. o, .cog-wheel.•;•.•.• •• • ••••••• •.~.• ••••••.•. • •.•• ( J 
His inflexibleness was lll'liooved. 1. emotion .• 2 .• compas-
sion. 3 .• llU.rpose. 4. opinion. 5 •. obstinacy ••••••••• J J 
The fagot yvas lo~t,. i. eream-bottle. 2. Jtig. · .. 
34 bundle of at!'Jcks. 4.. ;pot. 5. cigarette.:• ••••••••.• ( ) 
~h.e;r :~11:e.t.2t the ch'~,_ld• l. peti. 2. beat. 3. lq·~e. 
, 4. h~n.1or. 5. to4era te .................................. ( . ) 
H;O· exercised J?..~'!idene.~. l. car+:;. 2. ·caution •. 3 •. cun-
ning~ 4. craft. 5. stealth., .............................. ( ,) 
J.\ hai.1ghty .J.an:i_zary. l. g~n(3ral. 2. rule:t-·. 3. briga11d. 
4. 'D,~rk_:isn.so;L~i.er. 5. Egyptian Pri~noe, ............ ~. ( ) 
He sucoeedecl -~;/' !~1ioi~u.b1.,a tio!!• .J... thrift. 2. hardihood. 
~;..night sfu.dy.· 4~·, hea<rwork. 5. deceit ........... _._._. ( } 
T11ey ha.tehe.l ;phe flax ... .i. grow. · 2. oomh. 3. cut 
4. bind.· 5. thre·sh •••••••••••••••••••••• ,. •••••••••••. ( .) 
Yo~ may . ~lSJ?tlnge ~he sent e11a e. l. analyze. 2. aorreot. 
a. ~rase. 4. "tJ,;,se. 5. add ••••• i.·•···•••4J••·······~····<·) A mtt.;µd physio~. l. temper. 2. _ an.swe1'.). 3. cou.nten-
an.oe.. 11. ··tempe.:r.~me.r1t. 5. saying, •••••••••••••••.•••• , ( ) 
The £atefJ; sottnd.ed. l. bugle. :;;:,,. drum. 3. mallet. · 
4 • :· earth. 5,. rain ... barrel ....... ,,,. •••••••• • •••••••••• • •• ( ) 
Thq ex;t1rpa.~.o~ of evil. l. teacher. 2. pr.ogenitor. 
.· 311, '.phrun1>~on. 4. eradicator. 5 •. solicitor ••••••••• ,. •• ( . ) 
A .noctur~l occurance. i. slov1. 2. negative. 3. nighi{ty 
4. regular •. 5. needed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• ( . ) 
A desol~te ma1>.~faetor. 1. rogue •. 2. drunicar.•d• ~. of:ticcn• 
4·. orim1na4~•d. !:}., J!'!·enchman •••••••••••••• , , •••••• , ..... { ) 
The es.2lanada'.·vms .crowded. l. stre,¢.~·· 2. fair grc;nlnd 
3. s~4~walk. 4. hall. 5-. ·open level .place ... • ••••• • •• ( .) 
An over:t act. l. alownish. 2. open. 3. quick. 
4. leei.~;Lati ve. 5. selfish.. • •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
Ch.Yl~ is necessary ·to life., l. digested food• 2. a.ir -
3. wate1'.• 4. oxygen. 5. sa.l t • • .••••••• , •••••.• • . ,, .i .. 41 ( ) 
A r~~; animal. 1., ro~ming. 2. variish:tng. 3. historie 
4 •. gn~r1i11g. 5. monstrous •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( . ) 
!!!hey mantJ•est a loveiy disposition. l. posse$s. 
2. enc.ourage. 3. spoil. 4. entertain. 5. reveal ••• •. ( ) 
54. 
llO~' we ~arne.r .!he ,/~1--~i11. ~ i·~ har~~st. ~~. p~~~t~ 3~, ~~o~~· ·· . ) . • sliock:• 5. thresh •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• ( 
lll•' .A penurious man.· i.· danger·ou·~• 2;. shameless~· 3~ ·dirty 
· ?f." ImITgeut. · 5. rich• •• ~.~~~~~~~~.~··~;:~;.~~~~.~ •• ( · ) 
ll2.· He refiched a. sta·te of aff'luence. l. 1nii1d• · 2~ "honor• · · 
3. affairs. ·ii. ·wealth• · oTdigni ty • • • • •• ;. ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ) · 
ll3.· His a~ti1•e was ar:nu.s1ng. l~ irony. 2. · sto.r3~ · · · ·, ·· ; · · · a. ·experience. 4• makeup. 5~ emotion ... ~.• •• ~.~~ •• ( } 
114• They ca:u.ght a finbe.ck. l. co'lu. · 2~ wluile~ 3. ·musk-·· · 
'rat. 4. woodciiii'ch. 5. ' fish• ••• ~~ •••••••••••• ~.~~ •• ( j ' 
115. They were placed in Jux .. taeo .. si.t 1;.,q_n~ l~ contigu.i ty. · 
2. pairs• 3. lines. 4. columns• B• <Jonformity~ •• ~~( ) 
ll6 •. His cons ti tua.ncy failed him. l. constitution. · 
2. l"'ecJclessness. ~). children.· 4~ ··electors.· 
5. mission •••• ~ •••••••••• ~ ••••• .; ••••••••••• · •• ~ ••• ~( ) 
ll 7. .A len.ghty · nroeni l. preface.; 2. · se11tence. 3. speech · · 
·4. essay. 5.t desoriptio1·1. • ••••• • •••••• .- •••••••••• ( ) 
ll8 •. Par~i11mony is his worst fau.l t~ l. swea:t-ing. · 2. sti.tlg• 
· iness. 3. laziness. 'J.• slo th.t"\llness. 5. lying ...... ( ) 
ll9. The fumes 11a.useate. · 1. dlssust. 2; ·pledge. 3. ·kill• · · 
4. increase. 0 • 0Vel."powe1•. ~ .. • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • .·, • • • • • • ~ ( ) 
120. They- .g5wn their Jewels. l. sell. · 2. ·rent. 3~ ·pledge ·· · · 
4. orrow. 5. wear ••••••• ~··••••••••••••••••••••••( l 121. We commend. his reot:t tric1e. · i~ company. 2. simplicity~ · z. ga.llantry.4. inte6rity. 5. ·fluency •.•••••••••• ( ) 
1221. A lEunbent caress l. hau.ght3. 2. ligb. t. 3. obnixious ·· · 
'!:..:-; loving. 5 • ch er i aJ.1 ed •••••••••••• • .. • • • " •• • •••• ~ • ( . } 
123 •. A tiresome 11eri,pjlr~sis •.. r .. Dorson. 2. walk. 3• Jotir- · · 
ney. 4. essay. b. ai11 au.mlocu ti on ............. , ••••• ( } 
124. A p11rulent disease, l. dangerous •. 2. obnoxious.·· · o. loathsome. 4, .PUa-:rox·m1.ni5. 5. deger1e1"ate9 • ••••• ( ) 
125. A long foot-stalk. l. pole. 2. ~tem. 3. ear. 
4. petiole. 5., shrub •• ".t ...................... · ••••• ( } 
******** 
KEY TO WlARKHJlM VOCA!JULAHY TEST FOR HIGH SOHOOL PUPILS 
FOBM I 
i. change (5) 26. revolution (4) 
2. shining (2) 27. seclusion (2) 
3, choke {2) 28. terrible (5) 
4. amazing (4) 29. strain (3) 
5• mound (2) 30. whirlpool (l) 
6. thoughtful (2) 31. blue (l) 
7. melodious (4} 32. emphasize (l) 
a. summary (l) 33. incident (2) 
9 • . dart Of light (5) 34, oonseora.ted (3) 
l01 embalmed body (5) 35. promised (5) 
ll. past (l) 3fh .. Pattern (3) 
12. honest (5) 37. light-oombat (5) 
13. murmurs • (2) 38. indigo (3) 
14. oorpse (4) 39. a up porter (l) 
15. wail (l) 40. clotted-blood (4) 
16. male-duol'\: (2) 41. specimen (4) 
17. oorreot (2) 42. 1mper:reot (2) 
18. enuJ."Ueration {3) 43. summary (2) 
19. insulting (l} 44. trust (2) 
20. fore•wurning (3) 45. repeat (5) 
21. thought (3) 46. scatter (2) 
22, unusual {2} 4?. spurious .(3) 
23. stone (5) 48. demand (2) 
24. pardonable (5} 49, tremble {4) 





53. distinguished (2) 
54 ~ large ship ( 4d 
55, Village (5) 
56. stupify (5) 
57. bewail ( s·) 
58, aaterfowl (3') 
59., representative (3] 
60~ many-sided {l) 
61, aimless { 3) 
62~ put-off (3) 
53. inn (3) 
64. large gold coin (4) 
65. agi ·ta.tion ( 3) 
66. protect (5) 
67. hair-like (3) 
ea. advantage {5) 
59. existence (4) 
70. wrath:t!ul (3) 
71. tasteless (5) 
72. rural (1) 
73. consistency (5) 
74. modest ( 5) 
75. medal ( 5) 
7&. haughty (3) 
77. fabulous opinions (5) 




80~ leveled to the gr.(3) 
Bi~· rude {l) 
82•· shell (3) 
83~· oonoeited (l)· 
84.· v1ater (3) 
as.· two-aided (5) 
ea •. 1nsula ti on ( 3) 
6?. bubbling ( l) · 
ea •. speller ( 2') . 
8~1* waterf'nll ( 4) 
90~ pleasing (3) 
9i~ oog wheel (5) 
92. obstinanoy ( 5) · 
93~ bundle of stiolcs (3) 
94• beat (2) 
95~ caution (2) 
96~ Turkish soldier (4) 















105. open level place ( 6} · llt)'. electors (4)' 
106. open (2 ,. 117'. pref ace •(1) 
107. digested food (l) 11$~ stingynesa (2 )' 
108~·.gnawing (4) 119'. disgust (ll 
109. reveal {5) 120'_, pledge ( 3 )' 
110. store (3) 121'~ integrity (4) 
·lli.· indigent {4) l22'1f light (2}' 
112.' weal th ( 4 }' 125. o1roumlocut1on (5} 
113. irony (1) 124. pus-f orming}z (4) 
114. whale (2) 125'~ petiole {4J 
115. contiguity. (1) 
***** 
58. 
school Marion High School 
Grade senior 
____ ._.... ___ _... ______________ _ 
sex ________ M_a~l_e ______________ __ 
Vocabulm·y •11est: 1.fiarkham Form I 
Intelligence Test: Otis Self-
11.dministering. 


























































16•11 Grain Elevato:t• 
17-3 li'armer 




18-l O '.Mail Carri er 
17. Fanner 









School: Marion High School 
Grade: senior 
sex: !B!ernal e 
Vocabulary Test: Mark:hmn ] 1orm I 
Intelligence Test: {)'tis !:.~elf 
.t1dministering 
No. \ 1ocabulary Intelligence Age 








































































l 7-7 :u~armer 
17-11 Grooerman 







18•6 Oil Gaser 
18 Doctor (M~ D.} 

























School: Marion High School 
Grade: Junior 
Sex: i .. ~ale 
Vocabulary Test: Markhnm Form I 
Intelligence Test: Otis Belf•Administering 
No• Vocabulary Intelligence ltge 





















































16-l Grain Elevator 
16-2 Postmaster 
15·3 County School supt. 
l?-4 Laborer 
17•1 Oil Truok 
lG-ll Memorial Crt1ftsman 
17•2 Insur anoe 
17-3 Business 
17•11 Engineer (Eleo.} 














School: Ma1•ion High Sohool 
Grade: Junior Vocab.; lary Test: Markham Form I 
Sex: Female Intel11genoe Test: Otis Self-Administering 
No. Vocabulary Intelligence l1ge Parent's Rural Elementary 
Test Score Test SCo:t"e Ocoupation school 
I 
l ... 100 '~4~'\, I lG-5 Doo·tor ("'·!f l.~1lt. D.) 
2 •. 100 61 15-6 Lumber Yard (prop) 
3. 98 5G l?-G La.borer 
4. 89 -- 16•3 Farmer "12' ..i."\. 
G. 88 55 17-3 l!"armer 
G. 88 1'!tli ie-.14 J~and overseer 
7. 87 49 16-11 Thresher 
e. 87 45 16-3" .-------·--
9. 86 ... .... --- Laborer 
10. 85 --- 16-4 Lavryer 
ll. 80 53 16-4 Minister 
l:~. 7G 40 16-4 ·Carpenter 
l:'.h 74 37 16•10 Merchant 
14. 74 41 16~3 Insurance "\gent 
15, 69 34 l?-4 Probate Judge 
16. 69 45 17 !!'armer x 
17• 68 42 16-6 Bnnlcer 
18, 60 45 15-10 Real 1~sto.te 
19 66 39 17-1 rJerohant 
20. 60 --- 17-5 Ii~a1'1ner x 
21. 57 40 16-3 Fa.rm er 
22. 53 27 19 :&1armer x 
23. 48 29 20•5 Farmer x 
24• 47 24 17 Farm.er x 
62. 


















































Vooa.bulary Test: l0,7arlcham Form I 































































































School: Marion High Sohool 
Grade t r:1ophomore Vooabula.1 ... y Test: Marlcharn Form I 
































































































15 ... 7 
17-ll 



















United States Hepresentative 





































School: Marion High School 
Grade: Freshman Vooabu1.ary 'l1est: Markham Form I 
sex; Male Intelligence Test: Otis Self-Administering 


























































l 4-2 .Fariner 
15 Hay Buyer 
l&-5 Burber 
i5.-3 Farmer 
14-6 Sales Manager 
19-ll Laborer 
17-o Farmer 
16 .. 2 Salesman 
17 Laborer 
x 











school: Marion High ·sohool1 
Grade: :F'resbman Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
Dex: Female Intelligence Test: Otis Self-Administering 
·No. Vocabulary Intelligence Age Pa.rent•s Rural Elementary 
Test Score •rest Score Occupation sohool 
l. 88 50 14-8 ] 1armer x 
2 •. 86 38 17-1 l!,a.rrner x 
. 3 •. 85 48 14-4 Minister 
4 •. 71 43 13-10 Farmer x 
5 •. 70 42 14•1 Farmer 
e •. 69 47 14-.8 Depot Agent 
7 •. 67 37 14--9 l!.,a.rmer 
a •. 65 44 14•11 Probate Judge 
9, 61 40 18-10 Farmer x 
10, Gl 36 14•2 Farmer x 
11 •. 69 38 14-lO Contra.otor 
12 •. 58 ~~3 13-11 Farmer JC 
13 •. 57 35 15-2 La.borer 
14 •. Ge 55 is-2 Farmer x 
15 •. 56 28 16-l La.borer 
16 •. 54 40 14-8 Mail Carrier 
17 •. 49 27 15•5 Restaurant (Ovmer) 
19 •. 48 24 16 Farmer 
19. 47 29 17-2 :E'armer x 
20. lll 35 16-5 Fa.1-iner x 
21. 41 32 14 Farmer x 
22. ·43 24 is-5 ll1armer x 
23. 30 21± 14 Farmer -'i.· ..,. 
24. 28 16 16 Farmer x 
School: Jrlorenoe High School 
Grad.e: senior Vocabulary Test: Markham ll'orm I 
sex: Male Intelligence Test: Ter~n Group Test 




































18-10 Blaoltsmi th 
17-7 Farmer 
1a Painter 




19•4 Oil Foreman 
17-7 Oil Foreman 
17-4 Carpenter 
18-l }.,armer 
18•0 .Army ~3ergeo.nt 
17-6 Carpenter 
18-9 011 Worker 
19•'1 .Laborer 
67 • . . 
school: Florence High School 
Grade; senior Vocabulary r.rest: Markham F'orm I 
Eex: Female Intelligence '!1est: Terman Group Test 
No. Voci~bule.ry Intelligence i:\ge Paren.t•s Bura.1 Ele1nentary 
~:est so ore Testsoore occupation Sohool 
1. 98 210 17•6 Laborer 
··2.· 94 213 17-11 Banker 
. 3.· 93 229 18•1 Pipe Line Walker 
4, 82 20? l?-5 Farmer 
' 5 .. 71 .... lB•l ] .. anner 
6. 72 194 17·7 011 ll~ield I,aborer 
71 66 192 18•5 Contractor 
a. e. 193 l'l Blacksmith 
9. 54 168 17 Oil Pumper 
10. 51 lG5 18•3 !~armer 
ll. 60 17? 19•8 Hes.taura.nt 
es. 
School: Florence High School 
Grade: Junior Vocabulary Test: Ma:rkham P'orm I 
sext Male Intelligence Test: Terman Group Test 
10; 
ll~ 
Vocabulary Intelligence Age 
Test soore Test soore 































































16-10 Railroad t.a.borer 
16~3 Merchant 





































16 •. 39 
Fen1ale 
l •.. 106 
2. 105 
3.· .. 96 
4. 87 
' 5.: 83 
6. 81 
7. ?9 a. 76 
9, ?5 
10. 75 
Vocabulary Test: ~Markham I1'orm I 
Intelligence Test: Tel!lla~ Group Test 



























.R, F. D. Carrier 
156 16 .... 5 Irarmer 
192 17•10 Telephone Eervioe Man 
173 15•6 Merchant 
172 15-2 Laborer 
169 15~4 Farmer 
185 15 ... s Farmer 
147 1?•10 E~tntion Agent 
-·- 15-9 Farmer 208 16-3 ]~armor 
205 14 ... Q ta.borer 
184 16-2 Farmer 
200 16-1 Labor~~r 
189 15-ll l.aborer 
191 16-3 Lnbore:r 
195 16-5 Resta.urent (Owner) 
202 14•8 La.borer 
177 16 Meahanio 
70. 
School: Florence H1gh School, 
{]ztade: Sophomore con•t Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
Sex: Female Intelligence Test: Terman Group 
No. Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent•s Rural Elementary 
Test Score Test Soore Occupation School 
11. 69 ·-- 14 Farmer 
12. 65 176 15 Blacksmith 
13. 65 178 16-ll Laborer 
14. 64 170 17 Carpenter 
15. 60 170 17 Laborer 
16. 60 180 15-2 Farmer 
17. 59 170 15-2 Farmer 
ia. · 43 155. 16•6 Farmer 
19. 42 180 16 Laborer 
20. 35 164 16-4 Oilfield Laborer 
21. 72 190 17-2 Oilfield Supt. 
School: Florence High School 
Grade : , Freshman Vocabulary Teat; Markham Form I 
sex: Male. Intelligence Test: Te~an Group Test 
No. Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent's Rural Elementary 
Test score Test Score Oooupat1on School 
1. 70 179 --- Laborer 
2. 67 155 15-3 Merchant 
3, 66 170 --- Farmer 
4. 63 179 16-8 Printer 
6. 61 186 15-4 Garage 
6. 59 166 --- Laborer 
7. 50 155 15 Laborer 
a. 57 170 16-6 Farmer 
9. 56 --- 14·5 011 Foreman 
10~ 55 --- .... ---
:u~. 54 175 15·7. Engineer 
12. 53 176 15-0 Laundry 
13. 53 172 15-2 Oil Driller 
14. 48 165 13-11 Farmer 
15. 46 167 15 Farmer 
16. 44 179 15-4 Round House Foreman 
17. 42 159 15 Laborer 
18. 26 139 17-10 Farmer 
Schoolt Florence High School 
Grade: Fresh.man Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
sex: Female Intelligence Test: Terman Group Test 
No.- Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent's Rural Elementary 
. Test score Test Score Occupation School 
1.- 80 202 14-1 Farmer 
2~. 86 206 is supt. of Oil Fields 
3 ~;. 64 198 14-4 Railway Conductor 
4~ 73 170 16 Telegraph Operator 
5~ 73 174 17-ll Foreman 
6~ 69 184 --- Freight Agent 
7 •.. 65 174 14~6 Cafe (owner) 
a. 63 171 15-11 Oil Driller 
9. 61 156 14-8 Farmer· 
10 .. 55 --- 14-10 Bridge Contractor 
ll~ 59 166 15-3 Grooerman 
12• 55 166 17 Laborer 
13~ 57 167 14 Farmer 
14' 57 162 14-7 Farmer 
15• 51 ---· 16-7 Oil Driller 
16. 49 184 14-9 Merchant 
17. 44 146 15 Farmer 
ia. 42 138 15-11 Farmer· 
19 
School: Peabody High School 
Grade: Senior Vocabulary Test: Markham Fol*lll I 
Sex: 'Ma.le Intelligence Test: Terman Group Te.st 
I i' ~ 
No. Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent's , . Rural Elementary 
Test score Test Score Occupation School 
,:i r 
l. 102 146 18-B Merchant 
2. 100 146 17-9 Mer oh ant 
3. 97 139 19-10 Garage x 
4. 91 106 .17 .. a ------
s. 90 92 18-2 Farmer 
a. 89 136 18 Salesman 
'7. 89 110 18-2 Farmer x 
a. 87 106 22-3 Carpenter 
9. 88 110 18-1 Shoemaker 
10. 82 103 18-7 Farmer x 
ll. 81 96 17-7 Stockman 
12. 78 88 18•4 Truck Driver 
13. 79 114 •' 18·9 Farmer 
14. 76 63 19-2 Farmer 
15. 75 --- 18•4 Salesman 
16. 74 105 ---
17. 66 101 18-7 Farmer x 
18. 50 62 19-2 Farmer x 
19, 47 ..... 19-3 Oil Fields 
74. 
School: Peabody High School 
Grade: Senior Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
sex: Female Intelligence Test: Terman Group Test 
No; Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent's Rural Elementary 
Test Score Test Score occupation School 
i• 112 183 18-3 Baker 
2; 98 107 19-5 Farmer x 
3~ 96 154 17-4 Retired 
4' • 94 99 16-8 Farmer x 
5 .• 94 146 19-8 Farmer x 
s• 91 145 16·5 Road Worker 
7. 89 154 19-4 Banker 
' 
S• 88 98 18-4 Farmer 
9• eo --- 16-5 Farmer 
· 10.· 'la· ·-- is-a·- Farmer x 
l.l• 77. 92 18-4 011 Lease supt. x 
12. 75 109 17·5 Beauty Parlor 
1:;. 6~ 121 17-ll Farmer x 
14. 63 90 18-3 Farmer x 
15. 59 --- 19-7 Farmer 
16. 56 --- --- Farmer x 
17.: 51 73 --- ----
75. 
School: Peabody High School 
Grade:· Junior Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
Sex: :Male Intelligence Test: 
No •. Vooabulacy Intelligence: Age Parentts Rural Elementary 
Test·score Test Score Oeoupntion School 
1. ,' 105 17 Merchant' 
2., 103 16-7 Banke~ 
3 •. 98 17-3 -----
4 .• ' ·98 lB-.3 Produce Station x 
5 •. 94 17-5 Teacher 
6. 92 17-l Garage 
7. 89 18-4 Carpenter 
a. 89 16-8 Farmer 
9 •. 82 16-ll Farmer, 
10. 79 16-10 Farmer x 
11, '78 18-ll Meat cutter 
12. 75 16-.G Farmer x 
13. 69 17-10 Farmer 
14. 69 18--3 x 
15. 68 16•9 Banker 
16. 62 19·8 011 Field x 
17. 59 18,-2 Librarian 
18. 58 17-.E) Farmer x 
19 •. 53 18·8 Farmer, x 
20. 43 17-11 Farmer x 
·75. 
School: Peabody High Scho~l 
Grade: . Juniel" Vooabulary Test: Markham Form I 
sex: Female Intelligence Test: 
No~ vocabulary Intelligence Age ·Parent·' s Rural Elementary 
Test Score Test $core Occupation School 
l~ 103 17-6 Farmer x 
2~ 96 16-7 Salesman 
3~ 93 17 ... s Farmer 
4~ • 90 i7.;.7 Farmer 
6~ 85 16-6 Farmer 
6• 83 17-11 E'a.rmc~r x 
7• 83 17-11 Filling Station 
8·. 75 16-4 Fa.rm er x 
9-. 75. 18 Physician 
10. '71 17-l Farmer 
11. '71 17.-ll ... .. -
12. 65 18-l Farmer 
13·. 65 18-l Farmer 
14. 64 19 General 011 Field Manager 
15·. 63 18·8 Rig Builder 
lEh. 62 19•4 Farmer x 
17·. 46 18-8 Farmer x 
18·. 42 17-4 Farmer x 
7? •. 
School: ~eabody High School 
Grade: : Sophomore 
Sex: Male 
Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I 
Intelligence Test : · 




















































































School: Peabody High School 
Grade: Sophomore Vocabulary Test: Markham Form I_ 
sex: Female Intelligence Test: 
No. Vocabu.l ary Intelligence · Age Pa.rent• s Rural Eleme~tary 
Test Score Test Score occupation School 
l. 97 15-S Physician 
2. ea 18-2 Farmer x 
3. 80 15-ll Farmer x 
4. 84 15-7 --~--
5. 84 16•7 Tank Contractor 
6, 79 15-6 Farmer x 
7. 77 15-6 Teamster 
a. 77 15-7 Farmer 
9. '75 15·8 
10. 74 16-2 Grocerman x 
11., 70 is-e Farmer· x 
12. .69 18 Trucking 
13. 67 16-3 Farmer x 
14. 66 is·-2 Farmer x 
15. 64 17 . Realtor 
16 61 15•10 Farmer x 
17. 56 17-s Farmer x 
is. 53 18.-4 Farmer x 
19. 53 16·9 Pumper 
Schools Peabody High School 
Grade: Freshman 
sex: Male 
... Vooabular7 Teat: Markham Form I 
. Intelligence Test; 
No. Vocabulary Intelligence Age Parent's Rural Elementary 
Test score Test Score occupation School 
l. 98 16•9 Farmer x 
2. 82 14·9 Cream Station x 
3. 76 14•10 Farmer x 
4. 75 16•4 carpenter 
5. 65 15-3 Fa:rmer x 
6. 64 16-2 Farmer x 
7. 64 l4•S Hardward 
a. 61 16·6 Farmer x 
9 •. 61. 15-6 Farmer x 
io •. 60 14-7 Farmer x 
11. 59 13·11· Community Store 
12. 56 16-l Snlesma.n 
13. 
80. 
. ,.,, ·~'""""-.~h·h ""'"''"' ,., ..... ,,., .• . ... "~·1. .. ·• . . -•·: J '"'" ............ <''''" •• < ' 
School: Peabody High School 
· Grade: Fe0'ahman 
Sex:· . Female . 
Vocabulary.Test: Markham Form I 
Intelligence· Teet: 
Mo. Vocabular7 Intelligence Age Parent•s Rural Elementary 
Teat Score'·" · Occupati·on School Test Score· 
l. 97 13-7' Oil Field 
2. 94 14-8 Banker. 
3. 89 14-9 ·Odd Jobs 
4. 87 13~11 Baker 
5. 03 .. 13·8 Internatlonal Hal'vester 'co.~ 
6, 82 15•1 L1vestoolt. ~arket. 
7. 82 '14-5 :b"armer x 
a. .ao 14-10. 011 Field Pumper 
9. 79 15-2 United Power & Li·ght 
10. 75 16 011 contractor 
11. 74 14-8 · Farmexa 
12. 71' 14~11 Cleaner-Tailor 
13. 70 -15 .. 5 Farmer x 
14~ 69 14-6 Salesman 
'15. 69 14~7 Farmer x 
16~ 67 14·6 Farmer x 
'17. 66 14-3 Farmer x 
18, 62 14-7 Farmer x 
19. 59 15-2 Laborer 
20. 67 14-10 Farmer x 
21. 43 14-11 Farmer 
22. 41 15 Farmer x 
23 40 16-5 Farmer x 
TERMAN CROUP TEST OF 
MENTAL ABILITY 
For Crades 7 to 12 · 
Prepared by Lewis M. Terman, Stanford University, California 
EXAMINATION: FORM A 
I. Name 
First name Last name 
2. Boy or girl ............ Grade ............ High or Low ............ . 
3. Age last birthday ........ Date of birthday ........................ . 
Month Day Year 
4. Name of city (or county) ........................................ . 
5. Name of school ............................ -... : .......... · ....... . 
6. Name of teacher: ........ : ...................................... . 
7. Date of this examination .. . : .............................. 19 ..... . 
Month Day Year 
Do not tum the page until· you ar~ told to. 
TEST Seo RE REMARKS OR FURTHER DATA 
I. Information 
2. Best Answer 
3. Word Meaning 
4. Logical Selection 
5. Arithmetic 
6. Sentence Meaning 
7. Analogies 
8. Mixed Sentences 
9. Classification 
IO. Number Series 
Total 
Copyright, 1920, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights resened. TGTMA-27 
TEST 1. INFORMATION 
Draw a line under the ONE word· that ~akes 
the sentence true, as shown i'u the sample. 
SAMPLE. Our first President was . 
Adams Jefferson Lincoln Washington 
\ 
I Coffee is a kind of 
FORM A 
bark berry leaf root . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
2 Sirloin is a cut of 
beef mutton pork veal ..... ~ ..... ·. ~ . . . . . . . . . 2 
3 Gasoline comes from 
· grains petroleum turpentine seeds . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
4 Most exports go from 
Boston San Francisco New Orleans New York. 4 
5 The number of pounds in a ton is 
IOOO 2000 3000 4000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 5 
6 Napoleon was defeated at 
Leipzig Paris Verdun Waterloo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7 Emeralds are usually 
. blue green red yellow ..... : .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 The optic nerve is for 
seeing hearing tasting feeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 Larceny is a term used in · 
medicine theology law pedagogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
IO Sponges come from 
animals farms. forests mines ................ ·. 1 o 
/ . 
I r Confucius founded the religion of the 
· Persians Italians Chinese Indians . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
I 2 The larynx is in the , 
abdomen· head throat shoulder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
I 3 The piccolo is used in 
farming music photography typewriting . . . . . . . 1 3 
i4 The kilowatt measures 
rainfall wind-power electricity water-power... . . 14 
I 5 The guillotine causes 
' death disease fever sickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 5 
16 A character in " David Copperfield " is 
Sindbad Uriah Heep Rebecca Hamlet . . . . . . . . 16 
I 7 A windlass is used for 
boring cutting lifting squeezing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
I 8 A great law-giver of the Hebrews was 
Abraham David Moses Saul ............... ·. . 18 
I 9 A six-sided figure is called a 
scholium parallelogram hexagon trapezium . ·. . . 19 
20 A meter is nearest in length to the 
inch foot · yard rod .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Right ....... . 
TEST 2. BEST ANSWER 
\ 
Read each question or statement and make a cross 
before the BEST answer, as shown in the sample. 
f 
Why do we buy clocks? · Because · 
SAMPLE I We like to hear them strike. 
2 They have hands .. 
l X 3 They tell us the time. 
Spokes of a wheel are often made of hickory because 
1 Hickory is tough. 
2 It cuts easily. 
3 It takes paint nicely. 
2 The saying, "A watched pot never boils," means 
I We should never watch a pot on the fire. 
2 Boiling takes a long time. 
3 Time passes slowly when. we are waiting for something.· 
3 A train is harder to stop than an automobile because 
I It has more wheels. 
2 It is heavier. 
3 Its brakes are not so good. 
4 The saying, "Make hay while the sun shines," means 
I Hay is made in summer. 
2 We should make the most of our opportunities. 
3 Hay should not be cut at night. 
5 H the earth were nearer the sun 
I The stars would disappear. 
2 Our months would be longer. 
3 The earth would be warmer. 
'6 The saying," H wishes were horses, beggars would ride," means 
1 Wishing doesn't get us very far. 
2 Beggars often wish for horses to ride. 
3 Beggars are always asking for something . 
. 7 The saying, "Little strokes fell great oaks," means 
· I Oak trees are weak. 
2 Little strokes are best. 
3 , Continued effort brings results. 
8 A steel battleship floats because 
I The engines hold it up. 
2 It has much air spate inside. 
3 It contains some wood., · 
9 The feathers on a bird's Wings help him to fly because 
I They make a wide, light surface. 
2 They keep the air off his body. 
3 They decrease the bird's weight. 
10 · The saying, "A carpenter should stick to his bench," means 
1 Carpenters should not work without benches. 
2 Carpenters should not be idle. 
3 One should work at the thing he can do bes't. 
II The saying," One swallow does not make a summer," means 
1 Swallows come back for the summer. 
· 2 A single sign is not sufficient proof. 
3 Many birds add to the pleasures of summer. 
FORM A 
Right .... .... X 2= Score ....... . 
FORM A 
TEST 3. WORD MEANING 
When two words mean the SAME, draw a line under "SAME." 
When they mean the OPPOSITE, draw a line under "OPPOSITE." 
S { 
fall - drop ............... . 
AMPLES 
north - south ............. . 
I expel - retain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 comfort - console ................ . 
3 waste - conserve ................ . 
4 monotony - variety .............. . 
5 quell-_ subdue .................. . 
6 major - minor .................. . 
7 boldness - audacity ............. . 
8 exult - rejoice ................... . 
9 prohibit - allow ................. . 
ro debase - degrade ................ . 
~-opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same ..:._ opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 











11 recline - stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite I I 
12 approve -veto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 12 
13 amateur - expert ................ . 
14 evade - shun ......... ' ........... . 
15 tart- acid ..................... . 
16 concede- deny .................. . 
17 tonic - stimulant ................ . 
18 incite - quell ................... . 
19 economy- frugality .............. . 
20 rash - prudent .................. . 
same - opposite l 3 
same - opposite 14 
same - opposite l 5 
same.- opposite 16 
same --- opposite 17 
same - opposite 18 
same - opposite 19 
same - opposite 20 
21 obtuse - acute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite 21 
22 transient - permanent ............ . 
23 expel - eject .................... :· 
24 hoax - deception ................ . 
2 5 docile - submissive .............. . 
26 wax - wane .................... . 
27 incite - instigate ................ . 
28 -reverence.- veneration ........... . 
29 asset - liability ................. . 
1-0 appease - placate ............... . 
same - opposite 
same - o.pposite 
same - opposite 





same - opposite 26 
same - opposite 27 
same - opposite 28 
same - opposite 29 
same - opposite 30 
Righi . ....... Wrong . . ' ...... Score . ...... . 
FORM A 
TEST 4. LOGICAL SELECTION 
In each sentence draw a line under the TWO words that tell what the 
thing ALWAYS has. U ndedine TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line. 
SAMPLE. A man always has 
body cap gloves mouth money 
1 A horse always has 
harness hoofs shoes stable tail : ...... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
2 A circle always has 
altitude circumference latitude longitude radius . . . . . . . . z 
3 A bird always has _ 
bones eggs beak nest song. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
4 Music always has 
listener piano rhythm sound violin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
5 An object always has 
smell size taste value weight . . . . . ........ .' .. ~ . . . . . . . 5 
6 Conversation alwavs has 
agreement persons questions wit speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 6 
7 A banquet always has 
food music persons speeches toastmaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 A pistol always has 
barrel bullet cartridge sights trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 A ship always has , 
engine guns keel rudder sails ....... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
ro A debt always involves 
creditor debtor interest mortgage payment . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
l l A game always has 
cards contestants forfeits penalties rules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
12 A magazine always has 
advertisements paper pictures, print stories. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13 A museum always has 
animals arrangement collections minerals visitors. . . . . . . l 3 
14 A forest always has 
animals flowers shade underbrush trees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
1 5 A citizen always has 
country occupation privileges property vote. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 
16 ·Controversy always involves 
claims disagreement dislike enmity hatred. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17 War always has 
airplanes ' cannons combat rifles soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . 17 
18 Obstacles always qting 
difficulty discouragement failure hindrance ·stimulation . . 1 8 
19 Abhorrence always .involves 
aversion dislike fear rage timidity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20 Compromise always involves 
adjustment agreement friendship _ respect satisfaction . . . zo 
Right .. ..... . 
TEST 5. 'I ARITHMETIC 
Find the answers as quickly as you can. 
Write the answers on the dotted lines. 
Use the bottom of the page to figure on. 
I How many hours will it take .a person to go 66 miles at the 
FORM A 
rate of 6 miles an hour ? Answer ....... . 
2 At the rate of 2 ·for 5 cents, how many pencils can you buy 
for 50 cents ? Answer . ...... . 
3 If a man earns $20 a week and spends $14, how long will it 
take him to save $300? . ' . Answer .. ..... . 
4 2 X 3 X 4 X 6 is, how many times as much as 3 X 4 ? Answer . ...... . 
5 If two pies cost 66 cents, what does a sixth of a pie cost ? 
Answer ..... ,.·. 
\ 
·~·' 
6 What is ~6-i per cent of $120? Answer .. ' ..... . 
7 4 per cent of $1000 is the snme as 8 per cent of what 
amount ? -Answer . ...... . 
8 A has $180, B has i as much as A, and C has t as much 
as B. How much have all together? Answer . ...... . 
9 The capacity of a rectangular bin is 48 cubic feet. If the 
bin is 6 feet long and 4 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer .. ..... . 
ro If'it takes 7 men 2 days to dig a qo-foot ditch, how many 
men are needed to dig it in half a day? Answer . ...... . 
I I A man spends t of his salary for board and room, and i 
for all other expenses. What per cent of his salary does 
he save? Answer . ...... : 
12 If a mari runs 100 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet 
does he run int of a second? Answer .. ..... . 
RiRht: . ...... X 2 =Score .. ..... . 
FORM A 
TEST 6.. SENTENCE MEANING 
Draw a line under the right answer, as shown in the samples. 
S { 
Is coal obtained from mines ? ............ : .. . 
AMP LES . 
. Are all men six feet tall ? ................... . 
I Does a conscientious person ever make mistakes ? 
2 Is an alloy a kind of musical instrument ? .......... . 
J Is scurvy a kind. of medicine ? .................... . 
4 Are mysterious things often uncanny ? ............. . 
5 Are destitute persons often subjects of charity? ...... . 
6 Are anonymous letters ever properly signed ? ....... . 
7 Is the mimeograph sometime~ used by stenographers ? . 
8 Is a curriculum intended for horses ? ................ . 
9 Are proteids essential to health ? .................. . 
10 Does " perfunctory " mean the same as " c~reful " ? .. 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No I 
Yes No z 
Yes No 3 
Yes No 4 
Yes No 5 
Yes· No 6 
Y.es No 7 
Yes No 8 
Yes No 9 
Yes No ro 
I I Are premeditated. deeds always wicked ? . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No I I 
12 · Do alleged facts often requife verification? ......... . 
13 Are sheep carnivorous ? ........................... . 
14 Are aristocrats subservient to their inferiors ? . . . . ... 
15 Are venerable people usually respected ? 
16 Is clematis sometimes cultivated ? ...........•...... 
l 7 Are. ultimate results the last to appear ? ............ . 
18 Are cerebral hemorrhages helpful to thinking ? . : .... . 
19 Are all people religious who have hallucinations? .... . 
















21 Are sable colors preferred for nations' flags? . . . . . . . . . Yes No 21 
22 Does soci~l cont1ict tend to reduce ~ccentricities? ... . 
23 Are tentative decisions usually final ? .............. . 
24 Is rancor usually characterized by persist'ence? 
Yes No 22 
Yes No 23 
Yes No 24 
Right ........ Wrong ........ Score ...... . 
TEST 7. 1 ANALOGIES 
FOR .. 1\:1 i\ 
[ 
Ear is to hear as eve is to 
S table see hand play AMP LES Hat is to head as shoe· is to 
_ arm coat foot leg 
Do them all like samples. 
1 Coat is to wear as bread is to 
eat starve water cook ........... ~ . r 
2 Week is to month as month is to 
year hour minute century . . . . . . . . . 2 
3 Monday is to Tuesday as Friday is to 
week Thursday day Saturday . . . . . . 3 
4 Tell is to told as speak is to 
sing spoke speaking sang . . . . . . . . . 4 
5 Lion is to animal as rose is to 
smell leaf plant thorn. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Cat is to tiger as dog is to 
wolf bark bite snap ............. _. . 6 
7 Success is to joy as failure is to 
sadness luck fail work . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 Liberty is to freedom as bondage is to 
negro slavery free suffer . . . . ~ . . . . . 8 
9 Cry is to laugh as sadness is to 
death joy coffin doctor.. . . . . . . . . . . 9 
10 Tiger is to hair as trout is to 
water fish scales swims. . . . . . . . . . . 10 
II I is to 3 as 9 is to 
. I8 27 36 45 ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I 
1 z Lead is to heavy as cork is to 
bottle weight light float .. ·. . . . . . . . . 12 
1 3 Poison is to death as food is to 
eat bird life bad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 3 
14 4 is to 16 as 5 is to 
7 45 35 25....................... 14 
1 5 Food is to hunger as water is to · 
drink clear thirst pure . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 
16 b is to d as second is to 
tliird later fourth last . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 6 
17 City is to mayor as army is to 
navy soldier general private . . . . . . . 17 
18 Here is to there as this is to 
these those that then ........ ·. . . . . 18 
19 Subject is to predicate as noun is to 
pronoun . adverb verb adjective. . . . . 19 
20 Corrupt is to depraved as sacred is to 
Bible hallowed prayer Sunday . . . . . 20 
Right ...... ' .. 
FORM A 
TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES 
The words in each sentence below are mixed up. If what 
a sentence means is TR VE, draw a line under " TRUE." If 
what it means is FALSE, draw a line under·" FALSE." 
S { hear are with to ears . , ..................... true false 
AMPLES 
' eat gunpowder to good is ........ · .......... true false 
I true bought cannot friendship be ................. true false I 
2 good sea drink to is water ... , ................... true false 2 
3 of is the peace war. opposite ...................... true false 3 
4 get grow they as children taller older .............. true false 4 
5 horses automobile an are than slower .............. true f~lse 5 
6 . never deeds rewarded be should good ............. true false 6 
7 four hundred all pages contain books .............. true false 7 
8 to advice sometimes is good follow hard ........... true false 8 
9 envy bad greed traits are and .................... true false 9 
IO grow an than strawberries oak tree higher ......... true false IO 
II external deceive never appearances us ..... .' ....... true false II 
12 never is man what show a deeds .................. true. false 12 
13 hatred bad unfriendliness 'traits are and ........... true false 13 
14 often judge qm we actions man his by a ........... true false 14 
15 in are always A~erican cities born presidents true false 15 
16 certain always death of cause kinds sickness ....... true false 16 
17 are sheet blankets as as a never warm .. :' .......... true false 17 
18 never who heedless those stumble are ............. true false 18 
Right ........ Wrong ........ Score ....... . 
SAMPLES {: 
TEST 9. CLASSIFICATION 
bullet cannon . gun sword pe)(cil 
Canada ChiKago China India F ranee 
In each line cross out the word that does not belong there. 
Cross out. JUST ONE WORD in each line. 
FORM A 
1 Frank James John ·Sarah William. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2 Baptist Catholic Methodist Presbyterian R~publican . . 2 
. 3 automobile bicycle buggy telegraph train ........... . 
4 / Collie Holstein Shepherd Spitz Terrier .............. . 
5 hop run skip stand walk ................... ~ ...... . 
6 death grief picnic poverty sadness ................. . 







8 hard rough smooth soft sweet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 mechanic doctor lawyer preacher teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
IO Christ Confucius Mohammed Moses c~sar . . . . . . . . . . IO 
I I butterfly hawk ostrich robin swallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I 
I 2 . cloth cotton flax hemp wool ....................... . 
I 3 digestion hearing sight smell touch ........ : ........ . 
14 down hither recent up yonder ...................... . 
I 5 anger hatred joy pity reasomng .................... . 
16 Australia Cuba 'Iceland Ireland Spain .............. . 
. 17 Dewey Farragut Grant Paul Jones Schley .......... . 









Right ....... . 
FORM A 
TEST 10. NUMBER SERIES 
( ·5 IO 15 20 25 . J~. .35 . 
SAMPLES l 
20 18 16 14 12 IO 8 
In each row try to find out how the numbers are made up, 
then on the two dotted lines write the TWO numbers that 
should come n'ext. 
1st Row 8 7 6 5 4 3 
2d Row 3 8 13 18 23 28 
3d Row ~If 12 12t 12t I2f 
4th Row 8 8 6 6 4 4 
5th Row I 2 4 8 f 6 32 
6th Row 4 3 5 4 6 5 7 
7th Row 16 8 4 2 I -1. 2 
8th Row 8 9 12 13 16 17 
9th Row 7 II 15 16 20 24 25 29 
10th Row 31.3 40.3 49.3 58.3 67.3 76.3 
11th Row fr; .l. I 5 5 
~: 
12th Row 3 4 6 9 13 18 
Right ........ X 2. = Score . . . . . . . 
20 
OTIS SELF.ADMINISTERING TESTS OF. MENTAL ABILITY 
By ARTHUR s. OTIS 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
HIGHER EXAMINATION: FORM A 
For High Schools and Colleges Score .... : ....... . 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. -
Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your 
name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name ........................................................ Age last birthday ...... years 
· First name, initial, and last name ' 
Birthday ............................. Class .................. Date ..... -............ 192 .. . 
Month Day · · 
School or College ................................... City ............................... : . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is a 
sample question already answered· correctly. Notice how the ques~ion is answered: 
Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is? 
1 flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, 4 fruit, 5 animal. ........ : ............ ~. ( 4 
The right answer, of course, is "fruit"; so the word "fruit" is underlined. And the word "fruit" 
is No. 4; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the way you 
are to answer the questions. -
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line under it and· then 
put its number in the parentheses: 
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north? 
1 pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 west ........................... ·( ) 
The answer, of course, is "south"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "south" and 
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. Try this one: 
'A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a - what? 
I dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, ·4 blacksmith, 5 saddle ....................... ( ) 
The answer, of course, is ''horse"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "horse" and 
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. Try .this one: 
At four. cents each, how many cents wil~ 6 pencils cost? ................................. ( ) 
The answer, o~~course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just put the 24 in the parentheses. 
If the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses 
without underlining anything. Make all letters like printed capitals. 
The test contains 7 5 qu~stions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the 
best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to 
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend 
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner 
·after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this page until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright 1922 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. OSATMA: RE: A-II 
S. A. Higher: A 
EXAMINATION BEGINS HERE : 
I. The opposite of hate is ( ?) 
1 enemy, ·2 fear, 3 love, 4 friend, 5 joy ....................................... \ ( Y 
2. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, h·o~ many pencils can be bought for 50 cents?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
3. A bird does not always have ( ?) 
r wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, 4 a nest, 5 a bill ................................. ·..... ) 
. 4. The opposite of honor is ( ?) 
r glory, 2 disgrace, 3 cowardice, 4 fear, 5 defeat ...........•.............. .'. . . . ) 
5~ A fox most resembles a ( ?) 
1 wolf, · 2 goat,. 3 pig, 4 .tiger, 5 cat .......... ~- .......................... ; ..... . 
6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to ( ?) 
1 a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, 5 loud ............................... . 
7. A party consisted of a man 'and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in 
, eac~ son's family. How many were there in the party? ................................ . 
~· A tree always has (?} 
1 leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, 5 a shadow ................................. . 
9. The opposite of economical is ( ?) . 
1 cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extravagant,. 4 value, 5 rich . ." .... ~ .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( · ) 
ro. Silver is more costly than iron because it is ( ?) 
1 heavier, · 2 scarcer, 3 whiter, .4 harder, 5 prettier.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
I I. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The early 
bird catches the worm." ................................. · ... : ................. .- . . . . . . . ( ) · 
I. Don't do the impossible. 
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes. 
3. Don't worry over troubles before they come. 
4. Early birds like worms best. 
5. Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones. 
6. It is foolish to fret about things we can't help. 
1~. Whic~ statement above tells the meaning of this proverb? "Don't cry over spilt milk." .... 









An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to ( ?) 
1 a carriage, 2 .electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow ............................ . 
If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in -l of a second, how many feet can he run in IO seconds? 
I . 
A meal always involves (?) · 
1 a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunger, 4 food, 5 water ................................. . 
Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four? 
r bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, 5 shear .................... '. .............. . 
The opposite of never is ( ?) 
1 often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, 5 frequently .................... . 
A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to ( ?) 
r a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4 mercury, .5 temperature ........................ . 
Which word makes the truest sentence? Men are ( ?) shorter than their wives. 
r always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ................................ . 
One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
I 4 2 5 3 6 4 7 5 9 6 9 · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · '," · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
If the first two statements following are true,- the third is.(?) All members of this club are 
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith is a member of this club. 
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain ................................................... . 
( 
( 
A contest always has (?) 
r an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause, 5 victory ................... · .( 
Which number in this series appears a second time riearest the beginning? 
6 4 5 3 7 8 0 9 5 9 .8 8 6 5 .4 7 3 0 8 9 l · · · · · · ··· · · ···· ·· 
25 ... The moon is related to the earth as th~ earth is to ( ?) . 
1 Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe .................. '. ........ · · ( 
26. Which word makes· the truest sentence? Fathers are (?).wiser than their sons. 
1 always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never .................... : ..... · ·. · · · · 













S. A. Higher : A 
. 27. The opposite of awkward is (?) 
I strong, 2 pretty, 3 short, , 4 graceful; 5 swift. ............. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
28. A mother is always ( ?) than her daughter. 
' I wiser, 2 taller, 3 stouter, 4 older, 5 more wrinkled ......................... .' .. 
29. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? "The 
burnt child dreads the fire." ......... -.................. ; ............................. . 
r. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent. 
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful. 
3. A thing must be tried before we know its value. 
4. A meal is judged by the dessert. 
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones. 
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people. 
30. Which state:i;nent above explains this proverb? "When the cat is a"'.'ay, the mice will play." 
3r. Which statement above explains this proverb? "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." 
32. If the settle~ent of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a ( ?) 
I promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 restoration ................ . 
33. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident? 
I doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, 5 sanitation... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
34. Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four? 
· I smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 sell ..................................... · 
35. If Io boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how 
many pounds do all the apples weigh? ..................................... · ........... : 
36. The opposite of hope is ( ?) 
I faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, 5 hate ............................. : ... . 
3 7. If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth 
letter not crossed-out? Print it: Do not mark the alphabet. 






What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting from the 
beginning) as it is in the alphabet? Print it. ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
What people say about a person constitutes his-(?) ' 
I character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation, 4 disposition, 5 personality .................. ' ( 
If 2t yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will ro ·yards cost?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ( 
If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the' second 
word of the sentence begin? Make it like a printed capital. 
same means big large · the as ........ · ...................................... . 
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank. 
James is older than George. Frank is younger than James. 
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ......... , .......... -.............................. . 
Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the 
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, eEc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth 
letter counting to the right .......................................................... . 
) 
) 
44 .. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
0 I 3 6 IO I5 2I 28 34 ............................... · · · · · '. · · · · · · · · · · · 





A man's influence in a community should depend upon his ( ?) , . 
I wealth, 2 dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, S political power ....... ,· ............ . 
47. What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional? 
I none, 2 some, 3 many, · 4 less, 5 more ...................................... . 
The opposite of treacherous is ( ?) . 
I friend.ly, 2 brave, 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 loyal. .............................. . 
49. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four? 
I good, 2 large, 3 red~ · 4 walk, 5 thick ....................................... . 
50. If the first two statements following are true, the third is ( ?) Some of Brown's friends are 
Baptists. Some of Brown's friends are dentists. Some of Brown's friends are Baptist dentists. 
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain .. ~ ............................................... . 
SL How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using 
any letter any number ofi times? , 
great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle ............. . ( . 
The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is ( ?) 
I absurd, 2 misleading, 3 improbable, 4 unfair, . 5 wicked ........................ · ( ) 
·[ 3 ] Do not stop. Go on with the next page. 
. . S. A. Higher: A 
53· Of the five things following, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four? 
I tar, 2 snow, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coal. ............................. ': ......... . 
54. What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square? 
r circumference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, 5 thickness ...................... .' . 
55. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which 
word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly? 
I OHIO, 2 SAW, 3 NOON, 4 MOTOR, 5 OTTO .......•.. , ... ·........................ ) 
56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 in~hes when washed, how many inches long 
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking? ............................. :................... ( 
57. Which of the following is a trait of character? 
r 'personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4- generosity, 5 health ......................... . 
58. Find the two letters in the word DOING which have just as many letters between them in the 
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet. 
· ABCDEFQHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ................ :....... ) 
59. Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to ( ?) . · . 
r birds, 2 whirling, 3 walking, 4 wings, 5 standing .... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
60. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
r 3 9' 27 8r ro8 ...................................... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
6r. If Frank can ride 'a .bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride 
while George runs 30 feet? .................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
62. Count each Nin this series that is followed by an 0 next to it if the 0 is not followed by a T 
next. to it. Tell how many N's you count. , 
NONTQMNOTMONOONQMNNOQNOTONAMONOM ....... { ) 
63. A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?) 
r democrntic, 2 radical, 3 conservative, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
64. Print the letter which is the fourth letter fo the left of the letter which is midway between 0 
and S in the alphabet ................ : .................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
65. What number is in the space which is in the re'ctangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( 
66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8? ............... . 
67. How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures? ......... . 
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to ( ?) 
r solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point, 5 string .................................... . 
69. If the first two statements following are true, the third is(?) ·One cannot become a good vio-
linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become 
a .good violinist. · . 
r true, 2 false, 3 not .certain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, ~ith what letter would the. last 
word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital. 
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are ..... '. ............... . 
7r. A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?) 
r influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hypocritical, 4 decisive, 5 impartial ...... .' ......... . 
72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of cream will it 
take to make I 5 pin ts of the mixture? .................................... ' ............ . 
73. What is related to blood as physics js to motion? 
r temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 physiology, 5 geography ..................... . 
74. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be(?) 
r erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambiguous, 4 distorted, 5 hypothetical. ............ --·. 
75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is i as long as the other piece, how many 
inches long must the shorter piece be? .. · . .' ............................................. · · 
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